
A real head-turner
Vintage Western Star traces its roots back to Kelowna, B.C.
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By Derek Clouthier

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA 

The Manitoba Trucking 

Association (MTA) says it has 

the ear of its new government, 

however, challenges remain 

while the provincial Progressive 

Conservative party settles into its 

leadership role.

In office since April of 2016 

after ending the NDP’s 17-year 

reign, the government has been in 

talks with MTA executive direc-

tor Terry Shaw about a number of 

issues facing Manitoba’s truck-

ing industry, including the “made 

in Manitoba carbon tax policy,” 

which aims to avoid a federal plan 

being imposed in the province.

“We’ve been involved from day 

one in helping this government 

craft that plan, helping them 

understand what trucking means 

to the economy and what trucking 

means in terms of environmental 

impacts,” Shaw said. “We’re using 

the most efficient vehicles cur-
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KELOWNA, BRITISH COLUMBIA

Possibly the oldest of its kind in existence, Doug 

Small’s 1968 Western Star WD4964 began counting 

its miles in Western Canada.

Now calling The Truck Shop dealership in Auburn, 

Wash. home, the truck was manufactured in 

Kelowna, B.C. during the second year of the Western 

Star brand’s existence.

The vintage 1968 truck spent time on display at the 

Daimler Trucks North America corporate headquarters 

in Portland, Ore., and earlier this year rode cross-conti-

nent on a flatbed from Auburn to Quebec City, where it 

was on display at the 2017 Western Star dealer meeting.

Despite its age, Small said the 49-year-old truck 

doesn’t need any help adding to its odometer.

“It runs like a top,” said Small. “I would drive this truck 

anywhere. We just want to protect it.”

Small and his brothers, Steve and Dan, purchased the 

truck for their dealership in December 2015.

“We bought it because we love old trucks,” said 

Doug. “It’s got sentimental value because we’re a senti-

mental dealer.”

Though it now lives a life of leisure, the 1968 

Western Star worked for more than 45 years, hauling 

logs and poles for a decade after being built at the 

company’s former plant in Kelowna.

It was then converted into a crane tractor for the 

subsequent owners’ building truss company, deliv-

ering trusses in and around Washington’s Skagit 

Valley from 1978 until the company closed its doors 

in 2015.

The truck maintains most of its original parts. 

The initial Cummins 335 engine was replaced with 

a Cummins Big Cam II with 400 hp in 1980, and in 

1994, the 5-speed main box and 4-speed auxiliary 

transmissions where changed for an Eaton Fuller 

18-speed.

But its working days are over, and other than some 

coats of polish, the classic Western Star has only 

become more striking with age.

“It’s a beautiful truck,” Doug said. “Customers 

come in, particularly the older ones, and they can’t 

stop oohing and aahing over it.” TW
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 A vintage 1968 Western Star enjoys retirement after more than 45 years on the road.
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INSIDE THE NUMBERS

Freight forward
Western Canada’s shippers, with the worst economic news at least a year behind them, are growing 

optimistic about the direction of their freight volumes next year, our recently completed annual 

Transportation Buying Trends Survey indicates. The survey, conducted in partnership with CITT and FMA, 

shows that half the shippers based in Western Canada are expecting to increase their freight volumes in 

2018, spelling a welcomed uptick in business for carriers. The survey also found that 31% of shippers 

expect to do more business with TL carriers while 29% expect to grow their business with LTL carriers.

Western Canada’s shippers look to increase their freight volumes in 2018
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I took part in a live Facebook 

panel to celebrate the 10th anni-

versary release of Wowtrucks’ 

annual calendar a few weeks 

back. Truck drag racer Gord 

Cooper, who drives the Smokin’ 

Gun, was also part of the 

panel, and in addition to 

calling the drivers featured 

in this year’s calendar, we 

had some lighthearted dis-

cussions about various 

issues in the industry.

One common theme I 

heard from the drivers 

when we asked why they 

wanted to become a truck 

driver was the impact 

seeing “those big, cool 

trucks” on road had on 

them when they were kids. 

This is something I hear 

from drivers all the time, 

which solidifies my belief 

– and several others in the 

industry – that a school 

outreach program would 

be beneficial to the efforts 

to get more people interested in 

driving as a profession.

Last month, I spoke about 

the difficulty some face finding 

financial assistance for a Class 1 

driver training program, and this 

certainly is an issue that needs 

addressing. This is not unique 

to the driving profession. Paying 

for college, university, or trades 

school tuition is tough, and one 

way to combat this is knowing 

what career path you want to 

take earlier rather than later.

Some industry members, like 

the Road Knights, visit students 

and have received positive feed-

back as a result.

An appreciation of a certain 

profession is also fostered at 

a younger age, and will be 

ref lected in a person’s overall 

body of work if they grow up 

building that admiration.

During the Facebook chat 

with Wowtrucks, David 

Benjatschek iterated that the 

calendar is not just about the 

trucks, but the drivers them-

selves. A well-looked after truck 

goes hand-in-hand with a driver 

who appreciates and respects 

his employer and profession, so 

it is no surprise that the drivers 

featured are not only great 

drivers, but good people, as well 

– good people who have had an 

appreciation of the driver pro-

fession fostered within them for 

some time. It is not just some-

thing they woke up one morning 

thinking they had to do to make 

ends meet.

This is not to say you can’t 

learn to be a great driver later on 

in life. I’ve met plenty of drivers 

who had all the tools for success 

and were doing their profession 

proud after taking up the job at 

a more mature age. If we want 

to put a dent in the driver short-

age, however, getting people 

excited about the job at an early 

age would help get more candi-

dates into the fold, candidates 

who would more often than not 

have an ingrained respect for the 

driver profession.

This outreach effort, coupled 

with a financially-realistic path 

to the driver’s seat, needs to be 

addressed if we are to get more 

quality candidates excited about 

this industry.

I’d like you to share with me 

your story on what first got you 

interested in driving as a career. 

There are many who get into 

the industry because they fol-

lowed in a family member’s foot-

steps, something that again is not 

unique to the trucking indus-

try. But there are also those who 

needed to see what being a truck 

driver was all about after seeing 

that cool truck roaring down the 

highway.

What’s your story? TW

EDITORIAL

Derek’s deliberation

Derek Clouthier can be reached 

by phone at (403) 969-1506 or by 

e-mail at derek@newcom.ca. You 

can also follow him on Twitter at  

@DerekClouthier.

Reel them in when they’re young

Mark Your Calendar!
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International Centre
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www.truckworld.ca

SEPTEMBER 28-31, 2019
Georgia World Congress Center,

Atlanta, Georgia, USA
www.nacvshow.com

NORTH 
AMERICAN
COMMERCIAL 
VEHICLE SHOW
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ALBERTA

EDMONTON, ALBERTA 

The Northern Alberta Institute of 

Technology (NAIT) has partnered 

with industry stakeholders to bring 

low-carbon fuel that can withstand 

all weather conditions to the long-

haul truck segment.

Working with Mack Trucks, 

Westcan Bulk Transport, and 

Oberon Fuels, the effort is sup-

ported by the Government of 

Alberta’s Ministry of Economic 

Development and Trade with 

funding of $368,000.

“As a leading polytechnic, 

NAIT supports applied research 

and technology-based educa-

tion in areas critical to Alberta – 

a primary focus being the energy 

sector,” said Dr. Glenn Feltham, 

NAIT president and CEO. “Alberta, 

and the world, are moving toward 

a low-carbon future. Support from 

the Government of Alberta allows 

NAIT to work in partnership with 

industry to create this future.”

NAIT researchers from the 

School of Applied Sciences and 

Technology will work to develop 

fuel moisture management tech-

nology for dimethyl ether (DME), 

which is a cleaner-burning diesel 

fuel alternative made from natural 

gas or methanol produced from 

biomass feedstock.

The technology aims to remove 

any residual water from the DME 

before injection into the engine, 

eliminated the risk of corrosion 

and reduced performance.

“NAIT’s researchers are making 

our province proud – attracting 

international attention and invest-

ment,” said Deron Bilous, Minister 

of Economic Development and 

Trade. “That’s why we’re helping 

them create new products based 

on Alberta discoveries that mean 

a healthier environment for 

people across the continent – and 

new jobs and a more diversified 

economy here at home.”

NAIT plans to test the tech-

nology using Mack trucks from 

Westcan’s fleet on the Hwy 2 

corridor between Calgary and 

Edmonton.

Rebecca Boudreaux, president 

of Oberon Fuels, said her compa-

ny’s effort to develop a new global 

transportation fuel has been accel-

erated by the support of NAIT and 

forward-looking companies like 

Mack and Westcan.

“Alberta is leading the way by 

investing in DME, one of the few 

truly carbon-negative fuels avail-

able,” she said, “and the only one 

that can deliver the power needed 

for heavy-duty applications.” TW

NAIT partners with industry to offer  
low-carbon fuel to long-haul segment

Unreserved public  
equipment auctions

4 of 5 – 2012 Volvo VNL | Chilliwack 2013 Volvo VNL | Chilliwack

3 of 5 – 2012 Kenworth T800 | Chilliwack Knight 90 Ton Combination | Edmonton

2015 Kenworth W900 | Prince George 2010 Kenworth T800 | Prince George 2014 Volvo VNL670 | Prince George
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▸  Test and inspect on-site
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Financing & leasing available
Up to 100% financing,  
with no money down.
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Call about selling: 1.800.211.3983

  See full auction & equipment listings at  rbauction.com   
Auction Company License #303043, MV Dealer #10541, MV Dealer #10539, MV Dealer No. 4585592, Auction Company License #309645 
*Limited-time offer. OAC. Terms & conditions apply.

Fast, flexible financing available – up to 100%, $0 down

Mullen reports record 
trucking revenue
OKOTOKS, ALBERTA

 Mullen Group grew third quarter 

net income by 48% to $26 million 

on record trucking/logistics 

segment revenue of $190.7 million.

Mullen Group revenue was up 

9.8% to $283.9 million. The increase 

in trucking/logistics revenue was 

largely due to about $12.5 million 

in incremental revenue related 

to recent acquisitions of Caneda 

Transport, Kel-West Carriers, RDK 

Transportation, Golden Transport, 

E.C.R. Enterprises, and Motrux, the 

company reported. It is also seeing 

greater demand for freight services 

in Western Canada.

Improved drilling activity also 

provided a boost to the oilfield ser-

vices segment.

“Overall, I was pleased with our 

performance last quarter and the 

progress we have made in transi-

tioning our organization for the 

future,” said chairman and CEO 

Murray Mullen.

“Our business units did a great 

job managing through what I can 

only describe as very competi-

tive markets. We completed three 

acquisitions, all of which are 

smaller in size but are excellent 

fits in our organization, a mean-

ingful contributor to the 10% 

year-over-year revenue growth in 

the quarter.” TW

NAIT president and CEO Dr. Glenn Feltham, left, and Dr. Paolo Mussone, 
NAIT’s applied bio/nanotechnology research chairman.
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BCTA names  
Dave Earle new 
president and CEO
LANGLEY, BRITISH COLUMBIA

The British Columbia Trucking 

Association (BCTA) has named 

Dave Earle as its new president 

and CEO, replacing the outgoing 

Louise Yako.

Earle brings experience in policy 

advocacy and government rela-

tions, having served as vice-presi-

dent of government relations and 

HR services for the Construction 

Labour Relations Association of 

B.C. Prior to that, Earle worked as 

an adviser, manager, and execu-

tive director with the provincial 

Ministry of Labour’s employers’ 

adviser’s office.

In addition to holding a B.A. 

in communications and political 

science, Earle is the past president 

of the Employers’ Forum, employer 

caucus chair for WorkSafeBC’s 

policy and practice consultation 

committee, and secretary of the 

Canadian Hoisting and Rigging 

Safety Council.

The BCTA’s search committee 

recommended Earle to the board of 

directors after a search that began 

mid-August until mid-October.

In a release from the BCTA 

board, chairman Trevor Sawkins 

said, “The search committee and 

the board are confident Dave has 

the skills, experience, knowledge, 

personal network and, most impor-

tantly, interest and enthusiasm to 

learn about our industry and our 

association to help guide us to the 

next level.”

Sawkins also thanked Yako for 

her time with the association. Earle 

will assume his duties Jan. 8. TW

New spill response 
regulations in B.C. 
to impact carriers
VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA

Carriers in B.C. will have one 

year to prepare and comply with 

the province’s new land-based 

spill response regulations.

The B.C. government 

announced Oct. 13 that com-

mencing Oct. 30, transporters 

of liquid petroleum products of 

10,000 liters or more within the 

province will require plans in 

place to manage a spill.

Though the land-based spill 

mandate takes effect Oct. 30, 

trucking companies have a com-

pliance deadline of Oct. 30, 2018.

The new regulation places 

responsibility for the cost of 

cleaning up the spill on the 

carrier, and will apply to pipe-

line, rail, and truck company 

owners. TW

BRITISH 
COLUMBIA
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The T880 - one of the most proven and versatile work trucks ever conceived.

• Up to 76” Sleeper
• X150 MX Engine (405-605 hp)
• 1450 - 2050 Torque
• Eaton manual or auto         

transmission

• 12-20,000lb front axle
• Tandem & Tridem rear axles
• VIP Interior
• NAV + HD
• Remote diagnostics

INLAND-GROUP.COM

®

Over 160 new and used trucks in stock. We have what you need!

SASKATCHEWAN

REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN

A recent inspection blitz within the 

city of Regina resulted in 22 of 42 

commercial vehicles being placed 

out-of-service, with even more failing 

the examination.

The Saskatchewan Trucking 

Association (STA) said it supports 

these types of inspections and wishes 

they would occur more in the prov-

ince, citing a lack of enforcement as 

a major issue in Saskatchewan and a 

concern raised by its membership on 

multiple occasions.

To help educate carriers that haul 

within a 160-km radius and weigh 

less than 11,794 kgs, the STA has 

created a membership category for 

vocational vehicles, such as gravel 

haulers, refuse companies, and 

courier trucks, which until this year 

were unable to gain membership 

status with the association.

“We have now opened up the 

membership to those companies 

with the goal of increasing compli-

ance, training, and education,” said 

STA executive director Susan Ewart, 

pointing out that it is up to each 

individual company to be in compli-

ance. “The reality is that the while 

the STA is the voice of truck trans-

port in Saskatchewan, we work for 

the members. Companies that chose 

to operate outside of the member-

ship do so without the guidance and 

benefit of membership and we have 

no control over that.”

The STA said a provincial com-

mittee called the Selective Traffic 

Enforcement Program (STEP) is a 

five-year program that was created 

to help reduce traffic deaths and 

injuries. The program identi-

fied targeted enforcement within 

Regina was needed, which resulted 

in the commercial vehicle blitz.

Because the majority of trucks 

targeted were below the 11,794-

kg mark and remained within 

a 160-km radius of their home 

base, the STA said they did not 

require a Safety Fitness Certificate, 

which includes a National Safety 

Code (NSC) number, and were 

not subject to the NSC Standard 

11 – Maintenance and Periodic 

Inspection Standards.

“The STA membership is well 

educated on their safety respon-

sibilities as trucking compa-

nies,” Ewart said. “Commercial, 

non-NSC number holding com-

panies with trucks weighing less 

than 11,794 kgs may not be as 

aware of those requirements.”

To support its efforts to increase 

commercial vehicle enforcement in 

the province, the STA recently sub-

mitted a letter to the Ministry of 

Justice addressing the proposed use 

of Commercial Vehicle Enforcement 

(CVE) officers as first responders in 

rural areas.

“Companies invest hundreds of 

thousands of dollars each year to 

recruit, train, and educate safe, 

professional drivers and main-

tain fleets of safe vehicles that 

meet regulatory standards,” 

Ewart said. “Less enforcement on 

Saskatchewan highways takes 

the benefit of doing so away from 

law-abiding transport compa-

nies and gives unsafe, non-com-

pliant companies the upper hand 

and contributes to the more rapid 

disintegration of Saskatchewan’s 

roadways.” TW

Carriers in Regina met  
with safety blitz
STA supports safety effort, creates new 

membership category for vocational members
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By Derek Clouthier

REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN

Canadian Trucking Alliance (CTA) 

president Stephen Laskowski’s posi-

tion on marijuana in the workplace is 

clear – zero tolerance, no exceptions.

Speaking during the Saskatchewan 

Trucking Association (STA) 80th 

anniversary annual general meeting 

Oct. 21, Laskowski voiced concern 

over the Canadian government’s 

plans to legalize the drug, saying 

without a means to test impairment, 

the move would pose “way too many 

issues” for trucking companies.

“It will be an administrative 

nightmare for you to manage that,” 

Laskowski said to STA AGM attend-

ees, adding that marijuana testing 

can only provide evidence of use, 

lacking a measure of impairment.

Laskowski’s stance extended to 

those who are legally using medical 

marijuana, which is used for a 

variety of ailments and can be rec-

ommended by a doctor.

“If you need medical marijuana, 

you don’t drive a truck,” he said, 

applauding attendees for bringing 

the issue more to light.

Laskowski said he would bring the 

industry’s legalization of marijuana 

concerns to Ottawa, saying whether 

its use is for medical or recreational 

purposes, “we don’t care.”

“Do the right thing,” Laskowski 

urged the Liberal Government on the 

marijuana issue.

The CTA president said once there 

is a way to test for levels of impair-

ment from marijuana, the industry 

should adopt the same policy as it 

does with alcohol, which allows for 

a .02 blood level, which accounts for 

the use of some cough medicines and 

mouthwash, which contain low levels 

of alcohol.

Susan Ewart, executive director of 

the STA, stood behind the CTA posi-

tion on mandatory drug and alcohol 

testing within the industry.

New board

Reg Quiring was named new board 

chairman for the STA, replacing 

Graham Newton, who moves to the 

past board chairman positon.

“I am proud to fill the position of 

board chair and am excited to work 

collaboratively with the membership 

to accomplish much in the coming 

year,” said Quiring. “I would like to 

thank Graham Newton, the outgoing 

board chair. Graham stepped up for 

the STA when the board needed new 

leadership mid-term, and through-

out his time as chair has helped 

usher in many changes to the associ-

ation, all for the better. The impor-

tance of membership engagement 

cannot be stressed enough – we are 

only effective together.”

Quiring, Newton, Brett Marcoux, 

first board chairman, and Glen Ertell 

make up the STA executive commit-

tee, with two new additions added to 

the board, Nithi Govindasamy and 

James Gordon, who will serve on the 

government relations and member-

ship committees respectively.

For a full list of board members, 

visit www.sasktrucking.com/

about-us/board-of-directors.

Awards

The STA handed out a trifecta of 

awards during its AGM in Regina, 

with Volvo Driver of the Year going 

to Kristin Finch of Kindersley 

Transport.

Brenda Cuthbert of Siemens 

Transportation Group took home 

the Omnitracs Service to the 

Industry award, and the Cervus 

Equipment Peterbilt Dispatcher of 

the Year was Ian Brown of Transall 

Group of companies.

Three scholarships were also 

handed out by the STA Group of 

Companies, valued at $5,000 total 

for post-secondary education.

Dylan McLeod received $3,000 to 

attend Saskatchewan Polytechnic, 

Austin Wong, a student at NAIT, 

and Swade Orchard, who attends 

the University of Saskatchewan, 

both pocketed $1,000 to go toward 

their studies. TW

Isuzu’s #1 parts department  
in Canada  

Stocking a full line of Isuzu Fleet Value  
competitive maintenance parts  

and we ship throughout the west.

Check out our free online catalog at www.isuzutruckparts.ca

19545 No 10 Hwy, Surrey/Langley, BC, V3S 6K1 | www.goldkey.ca 
Parts Direct: 604-534-8617 • 1-800-663-4513

CTA president says industry needs  
zero-tolerance approach to marijuana

SASKATCHEWAN

Kristin Finch of Kindersley Transport was named the Volvo Driver of the Year 
during the STA AGM and Awards Gala in Regina Oct. 21.

“If you need 
medical 
marijuana, you 
don’t drive a 
truck.” 

– Stephen Laskowski, CTA
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Retreaded tires are nothing new, yet the topic can still divide 

 fleet managers. While some have fully supported the innova-

tion, others are hesitant to try retreads: can they really stand up to 

cross-country trips, over rough terrain or on icy highways? 

Of course, performance isn’t the only element to consider.  

When a damaged tire blows out, sending shreds of rubber whip-

ping across the lanes, it puts the truck and every vehicle around it 

in danger. You’ll want to make sure retreads can hold up in every 

situation, and that any savings you enjoy aren’t compromised by a 

greater safety risk. 

Retreads have earned their good reputation for a number of 

reasons, but simply using retreads won’t make or break your fleet’s 

safety record or performance standards. In order to stay safe and 

profitable, you’ll have to consider how your retreads can fit into 

your wider risk management practices. 

Why use retreads?
Retreads have come a long way since their invention in the ear-

ly 20th century, and today fleets of all sizes routinely retread the 

tires on their trucks. Here are a few reasons to consider choosing 

retreads over brand new tires.   

EFFICIENCY – Modern retreads are durable, and they’re not a 

one-time solution – tires can be retreaded multiple times. That can 

translate to an extra 800,000 km of use before the tire is spent! ¹ 

Proper inflation can both increase performance and extend the life 

of the tire, allowing it to be retreaded up to three times.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT – Clearly, retreads beat new tires 

when it comes to carbon footprint, since there’s less waste going to 

a landfill. In fact, over 65 per cent of scrap tire material in Cana-

da is managed and recycled, and retreaded tires are an important 

feature of the nation’s growing tire recycling program. ² 

SAVINGS – Tires are a huge expense for any trucking compa-

ny – they’re right up there with fuel and payroll. If you can avoid 

replacing the entire tire, you should be able to save yourself a good 

amount of money.

VERSATILITY – It may seem like retreads are only appropriate 

for specific circumstances; in reality, they’re generally fit for any 

terrain or season. The crucial point is that you match the tire to the 

application in order to increase fuel efficiency and prolong function. 

Aren’t retreaded tires risky?
While early retread technology left something to be desired, times 

have changed. In fact, experts point out that the gators and tire 

scraps you’ll see on the highway are just as often from new tires 

as they are from retreads. In most cases, the problem comes down 

to improper maintenance, misalignment, overheating, and road 

hazards – not retreaded rubber. 

Replacing old tires is simply not enough: you need to add fre-

quent monitoring, professional maintenance, and good driving 

habits to the mix if you want your tires to perform safely and 

efficiently for as long as possible.

¹ How retreads help fleets lower their cost and environmental footprint, Bandag. 2017.
² Re-tired and put back to work, the Globe and Mail. May, 2014.

Northbridge Insurance and Northbridge Insurance Logo are trademarks of Northbridge Financial Corporation, 

licensed by Northbridge General Insurance Corporation (insurer of Northbridge Insurance policies).

This article is provided for information only and is not a substitute for professional advice.  

We make no representations or warranties regarding the accuracy or completeness of  the  

information and will not be responsible for any loss arising out of reliance on the information.

ADVERTISEMENT

By Bonnie Learn

Driver training plays a big role in tire safety
Routine tire checks and better response to road hazards are keys to 

improving tire performance and safety, but your staff must commit 

to these steps for your business to benefit. As an owner or manag-

er, you need to effectively communicate the company’s best prac-

tices in order to reduce the risk of tire damage or disintegration. 

As you compile your training and maintenance strategy, you can 

incorporate these tips to help prevent tire damage and failure:

• Check tires at least once a day.

• If you drive through road debris or over rough surfaces,  

be sure to inspect all tires at your next stop.

• Check tire tread and sidewalls for signs of damage.  

Look for punctures, excessive scuffing, or misalignment. 

• If you find defects, don’t take the risk of driving with a 

 damaged tire – replace the tire as soon as possible. 

• Tire pressure can fluctuate more in cold weather. When 

the temperature dips, check tire pressures more frequently.

• Rotate, balance, and align tires periodically to ensure  

even wear. 

• Choose an appropriate tire and tread design for the current 

weather conditions.

Invest in expertise 
Knowing what to look for and how to fix tire problems can be more 

difficult than it seems. It makes good sense to work with tire profes-

sionals as needed, and raise the bar in the workplace with focused 

training and education. 

• Experience is a virtue: use a professional tire installer to 

install, replace, and repair tires.

• Opt for a reputable tire supplier, whether you’re purchasing 

new tires or retreads. 

• Educate maintenance staff on how to safely inspect all tires 

for defects and damage. 

• Train drivers on how to identify the signs of tire failure and 

how to report defects according to company policy.

• Provide a defensive driving course that focuses on active 

road scanning and safely avoiding hazards. 

Tire safety applies to the workplace, too. Use safety equipment 

like tire cages to protect staff from undetected hazards (such as 

zipper defects) during tire inflation, and make sure your equipment 

is always in good working order. If you’re not sure where to make 

changes, a consultation from a risk management professional can 

get you on the right track and help keep your fleet rolling along. 

Interested in improving and maintaining your tire safety  

program? Connect with our Risk Services professionals at  

www.nbins.com/retreads.

 DO RETREADS
  IMPACT
TIRE SAFETY?

Bonnie Learn has worked in a variety of roles in the transportation 
industry over the past 25 years, and joined Northbridge Insurance 

as a Risk Services Specialist in 2016.
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Earning the CCLP® designation is easily the single best thing  
you can do to boost your career prospects. It can set you up for  
better pay, more advancement opportunities, and a range of 
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deliver better business results—and more personal job protection. 
Depending on your background, your CCLP designation  
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Western Star  
extends military  
veteran discount  
program into 
2018
PORTLAND, OREGON

If you’re a Canadian or U.S. 

military veteran, Western Star 

and Daimler Truck Financial 

(DTF) has an early Christmas 

gift for you.

The company will be extending 

its Western Star VetStar Military 

Appreciation Program, which 

offers discounts of up to $3,000 

for Canadian and $2,000 for U.S. 

customers on new trucks to mili-

tary veterans.

The program launched this year 

and will continue through 2018, 

and matches down payments on 

new Western Star trucks that are 

financed through DTF.

“We owe a tremendous debt to 

our armed forces members and 

veterans in the United States and 

Canada, and we can think of no 

better way to show our appre-

ciation than to make it easier 

for them to start or upgrade 

their trucking businesses with 

the VetStar discount,” said 

Samantha Parlier, vice-president 

of marketing and product strat-

egy, Western Star.

The program is offered with 

no limit per customer and can be 

used in conjunction with other 

programs.

Visit www.westernstartrucks.

com or call 1-866-850-7827 for more 

information. TW

IN-BRIEF

We’d like to hear it. 
Please send letters to the editor 
to derek@newcom.ca. 

Letters should not exceed 
200 words and are subject to 
editing for length and style.

Have an 
opinion?
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ALBERTA

By Derek Clouthier

EDMONTON, ALBERTA

Lorraine Card has decided to 

retire after three years as pres-

ident of the Alberta Motor 

Transport Association (AMTA).

Card devoted her time with the 

AMTA lobbying for safer highways 

for both commercial drivers and the 

general public, as well as working to 

create a more streamlined process 

for various industry issues.

During her time with the 

ATMA, Card was involved in such 

initiatives as the approval of single 

wide-base tires on provincial 

highways, pushing for improved 

rest stops for drivers, working 

toward mandatory entry level 

training in Alberta, and continued 

input into an electronic logging 

device mandate.

Prior to joining the AMTA, 

Card spent 22 years with 

Greyhound Canada, where 

she departed the company as 

director of safety. She also 

spent time with the Alberta 

Government working on driver 

programs and licensing and 

carrier services.

Card will remain in her position 

with the AMTA until the end of 

April. The association aims to find 

her replacement by January.

The outgoing AMTA president 

chatted with Truck West about her 

choice to retire, her time with the 

AMTA, and where she’d like to see 

the industry go in the future.

TW: You spent three years 

as president of the AMTA and 

have now chosen to retire. What 

accomplishments are you most 

proud of during your time with the 

association and why?

Card: I’m most proud of the 

world-class building and training 

track we’re currently construct-

ing in Edmonton. This facility will 

allow drivers to train in a safe, 

controlled environment, and the 

Edmonton International Airport 

location makes it easily accessible 

to users across North America.

I’m also proud of the strength-

ened relationship the AMTA has 

made with government, and of 

course the approval of new gen-

eration wide-base single tires on 

provincial highways.

Also worth noting, is the 

success of our safety conferences 

and trade shows over the last 

three years. And, lastly, the suc-

cessful rebrand of both the AMTA 

and Partners in Compliance (PIC) 

program. The new AMTA and 

PIC logos and identities provide 

further momentum to the AMTA’s 

continued promotion of member 

engagement and safety.

TW: Is there something you 

wish you would have seen come to 

fruition during your time with the 

AMTA?

Card: I’d like to see single wide-

base tires approved on municipal 

roadways so carriers have access 

to all Alberta roadways, reducing 

barriers to transportation. I’d also 

like to see mandatory entry level 

training (MELT) move forward to 

reflect positively on driver profes-

sionalism in Alberta.

TW: Tell us the difference 

between Lorrain Card on Day 1 

leading the AMTA and Lorraine 

Card today. How did you evolve as 

the association’s president?

Card: We’ve built a much stron-

ger team here at the AMTA that 

has worked hard to develop a com-

prehensive strategic plan for the 

future of the association. I’ve also 

taken advantage of the opportu-

AMTA president stepping down
Card’s time with association saw several industry 

initiatives move forward

We would like to wish our  
customers and friends a very

Merry Christmas & 
A  Happy New Year!

www.firsttruck.ca

Lorraine Card.
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nity to meet with industry repre-

sentatives and government to have 

a better understanding of issues 

affecting the industry, including 

regularly scheduled communica-

tion with the Canadian Trucking 

Alliance and other provincial 

associations.

TW: Is there a particular issue 

facing the industry that you feel 

most passionate about?

Card: Commercial rest stops.

TW: Why are rest stops so 

important to you?

Card: When we see rest stops 

removed from Alberta highways, 

we need to start seeing new rest 

stops in their place. It’s important 

that drivers, particularly women 

drivers, have somewhere to safely 

stop and park instead of isolated 

roadsides. The safety and security 

of our drivers is paramount.

It is also important to note that 

with the introduction of elec-

tronic logging devices (ELDs), 

drivers will be forced to stop to 

obtain rest, which will increase 

the number of trucks parked on 

ramps or roadsides.

TW: Being a woman in the 

industry, what are your thoughts 

on diversity in the workplace and 

what strides, or lack thereof, have 

been taken to attract more women 

into trucking?

Card: With only 3% of women 

represented in the transporta-

tion and warehousing industries, 

we partnered with Trucking HR 

Canada for the Western Women 

With Drive Leadership Conference 

earlier this year, and have another 

planned for May 2018 – to iden-

tify career opportunities within 

the industry. We’ve also partnered 

with Women Building Futures for 

its Class 1 driving course – spon-

sored by Westcan Bulk and Caron 

Transportation – and I was pleased 

to attend the graduation of the pro-

gram’s first 12 women drivers.

Trucking as a whole needs more 

support when it comes to women 

in the industry and we continue to 

work with Trucking HR Canada on 

an 18-month project on ‘Bridging 

the Gap in Alberta’s Trucking 

and Logistics Labor Market.’ 

The purpose of the project is to 

address workforce gaps by sup-

porting employers in reaching out 

to underrepresented groups, while 

at the same time educating indi-

viduals and organizations that 

work with these groups on the 

vast array of career options in the 

transportation industry.

TW: What surprised you most 

about the industry?

Card: I’ve been fortunate to 

work in the transportation indus-

try for almost 30 years. While my 

career has mainly been in busing, 

I was familiar with trucking 

issues from my time with govern-

ment, so no surprises, just deter-

mining a path to prioritize and 

engage stakeholders. It’s encour-

aging to work with so many pas-

sionate and committed members 

in our industry.

TW: What are the Top 3 issues 

the next AMTA president will 

have to address during their 

tenure?

Card: Enhancing the AMTA’s 

role as a provincially-licensed 

driver training school through 

development of programs to 

reduce workplace injuries and 

on-road incidents is one.

The completion of the Edmonton 

facility and driver training track, as 

well as the partnership and oppor-

tunities created to promote safe 

driving practices collectively.

And continuing to meet the 

expectations of our stakeholders 

through our efforts to work on pri-

ority issues, such as single wide-

base tires, MELT and the intro-

duction of ELDs.

TW: If we were to ask your 

coworkers what they are going 

to miss most about having you 

around the office, what do you 

think their answer would be?

Card: Well, after consult-

ing with the staff, they say I am 

someone who is dedicated to 

seeing the organization thrive. 

That I’m very hands-on, engaged 

with association projects to 

ensure their successful comple-

tion, and that I’m a strong female 

role model in an industry where 

women leaders aren’t prominent.

TW: Now that retirement is just 

around the corner, what does the 

average day in the life of Lorraine 

Card look like in 2018?

Card: This is an industry I 

truly love and will miss, so I 

hope to remain engaged. Stay 

tuned. TW

“Trucking as 
a whole needs 
more support 
when it comes 
to women in the 
industry…” 
– Lorraine Card, AMTA
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I often wonder if in the days 

before the webernet, and even 

before Prime Minister Trudeau’s, 

“Say, hey! What you say, don’t 

you love my sunny ways?’ 

decriminalization of marijuana, 

what the difference was between 

real and surreal.

Shortly after my moment of 

wonderment, I dropped out of 

Philosophy 101, guessing that a 

double major in political science 

and economics would bedazzle 

any potential employer. Well, the 

employers were more bored than 

bedazzled, but I forged, perhaps 

some may say foraged, on to 

where I am today – still awe-

struck and confused.

I am confused at how and why 

we accept the arrogance and 

incompetence of our elected 

leaders whose goal, in their pen-

sioned life, seems to be to tax 

the life out of the taxpayers and 

the economic breath out of the 

Canadian economy.

The U.S., our largest and only 

meaningful trading customer (I 

hesitate to use the term “partner”), 

has become the most prolific and 

aggressive energy producer in the 

world, surpassing both the acerbic 

(or is it acidic?) Putin-led Russians 

and the one-trick oil pony Saudis. 

In this country, we are, brick by 

brick, building walls around the 

most abundant pool of commodi-

ties on the planet with tax struc-

tures that our politicians say are 

needed to save the planet.

Being an altruist, I will not make 

you suffer through the list of taxes 

or their pseudonyms provincial, 

federal, and even municipalities 

use to disguise what that is.

The latest in the 12 days of taxes 

is a gem under the title, “Clean 

Energy Canada,” as presented (or 

is it offered up for carving?) by 

Environment Minister Catherine 

McKenna. This was announced 

a year ago as a plan to reduce 

harmful emissions and will 

require fuel producers to lower 

their carbon “intensity” of their 

refined products. This means 

more use of higher blends of 

ethanol, biodiesel, and renewable 

diesel into existing fuels.

Color me stupid, but while 

“intensity” is a nice adjective it is 

not measurable. Growing corn to 

burn ethanol is counterintuitive 

and an economic error.

Clean Energy Canada will add 

5 cents a liter to gasoline prices 

on top of the 11 cents a liter that 

will be added as a carbon tax 

when the levies reach $50/ton. 

Add to all that the GST and/or 

HST, which will increase over 

time and be an add-on percent-

age at the end of the calculation 

– not a fixed rate – the wheels are 

coming off the logic wagon.

My euphoria balloon really gets 

deflated when the U.S. (our trading 

customer) has no carbon tax, no 

GST, no HST and certainly no, 

“Sure! Kick me in the head,” Clean 

Energy USA plan.

Canada and its leaders may look 

on themselves as the Lone Ranger 

climate protector supreme, shoot-

ing down evil carbonators with 

magical silver tax bullets. We, the 

taxpaying electorate, are merely 

the trusty sidekick Tonto.

By the way, “Tonto” in Spanish 

means stupid. Careful who you call 

stupid. TW

OPINION
Petrol Points

Wheels coming off
the logic wagon  
with Clean Energy  
Canada

Roger McKnight is the chief 

petroleum analyst with En-Pro 

International Inc. Roger has more 

than 25 years of experience in the 

oil industry. He is a regular guest on 

radio and television programs, and 

is quoted regularly in newspapers 

and magazines across Canada.
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MANITOBA

rently available, they just happen 

to consume diesel, and that’s not 

going to change any time soon, so 

wanting that to change, or plan-

ning on the fact that that will 

change, is an invalid plan.”

Shaw said the federal govern-

ment’s proposal to implement a 

carbon tax that starts at $10/ton, 

and increasing to $20/ton, $30/

ton, and up to $50/ton over a five 

year period is unmanageable from 

an industry perspective.

“There’s no cost certainty with 

that, and how do you budget for 

it?” questioned Shaw. “You go from 

$10 a ton to $50 a ton, it’s like a 

400% increase over five years for 

trucking on one of our largest 

individual cost components. 

That’s just unmanageable.”

Manitoba’s plan proposes to 

employ a $25/ton carbon tax 

policy, and remain at $25/ton.

Shaw said though a $25/ton 

carbon tax is not great, as it is 

still “a massive tax,” it is at least 

implemented in a fashion where 

the industry will have some cost 

certainty. He added that the gov-

ernment has also committed to 

working on revenue recycling, 

with heavy-duty truck retrofits 

being a line item in the plan.

“That’s based on the greener truck-

ing fuel efficiency initiative conver-

sations we’ve been having with this 

government since they became the 

new government,” Shaw said.

Both the MTA and provincial 

government have voiced concern 

over a federally-mandated carbon 

tax, with the MTA saying the plan 

is flawed.

“It is all about a tax, it is not 

about greenhouse gas reduction,” 

Shaw said. “There is no program-

ming associated.”

Improving entry-level driver 

training is another issue at the top 

of the MTA’s to-do list.

Shaw said unlike any other 

province, Manitoba faces a unique 

challenge in that its apprentice-

ship program that supports trade 

professions are publically funded.

“I can walk up to a careers 

college in Manitoba, give them 

$200 and become a carpenter or 

a welder,” explained Shaw. “The 

problem is that they don’t recog-

nize truck drivers as an apprentice 

trade. And that’s not because they 

don’t recognize the value or capac-

ity of truck drivers, it’s because the 

apprenticeship regulation itself is 

incredibly prescriptive.”

Under the apprenticeship regu-

lation, it states a candidate must 

first get a job in their chosen 

trade, then go to school for train-

ing, and only then are you certi-

fied as a level one, two, three, or 

journey person.

“You can’t do that if you’re a 

truck driver,” Shaw said. “You can’t 

get a job as a truck driver, work 

as a truck driver, then train as a 

truck driver, and then get licensed 

as a truck driver. It’s not legal let 

alone sensible.”

The challenge the trucking 

industry faces in Manitoba is 

unique in that a person is faced 

with a financial choice to either 

fork over around $8,000 for a Class 

1 driver training program, or $200 

for a provincially-funded appren-

ticeship program.

Shaw said the MTA is gearing up 

for another push for the manda-

tory entry level training (MELT) 

program in Manitoba, and have 

not backed off that effort.

Prospective drivers were pre-

viously eligible for funding from 

Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI), 

but the program, which was orig-

inally intended to last three years 

and went on for nearly a decade, 

has come to an end.

Shaw underscored that the ‘I’ 

in MPI is for ‘insurance,’ and that 

MPI is not a driver training school.

The MTA has reached out to 

educational institutes to collabo-

rate on a driver training program, 

something Shaw said is now 

getting some traction after MPI 

funding was cut.

“So in the absence of that, we 

are seeing renewed interest in 

partnering with us on a program,” 

he said, “but there is certainly a 

gap there right now.” TW

 

Carbon tax

“We’re using the 
most efficient 
vehicles currently 
available, they just 
happen to consume 
diesel, and that’s 
not going to change 
any time soon…”

– Terry Shaw, MTA

Terry Shaw, executive director of the MTA, says a carbon pricing plan must be manageable from a business perspective.

Continued from page 1

Planning for the future

MTA honors drivers

With a vision for the coming five 

years, the MTA held a planning 

strategy for how it wants to address 

key issues facing it and the industry.

Advocacy is one area Shaw 

highlighted, saying the associa-

tion must “get out there and make 

things better” for the members it 

represents.

Education was another focal 

point, with the MTA already 

working to help the industry on a 

number of areas, such as compli-

ance training, cargo securement, 

hours-of-service, long-combination 

vehicle training, and Class 1 instruc-

tor training.

Shaw said additional topics like 

leadership training and marijuana 

compliance were two areas that 

needed to be addressed moving 

forward.

Public relations is also important 

to the trucking industry.

“Trucking is huge, trucking is not 

going away despite all the lovely 

article people write on autonomous 

vehicles,” Shaw said, “so, people 

need to understand the econom-

ics of trucking in terms of what we 

mean to the economy, as well as 

what we mean as a career.”

Getting the word out about how 

much effort the industry puts in to 

safety is another message Shaw said 

the general public needs to hear. 

He also said environmental efforts 

need to be magnified.

“People just assume that trucks 

are bad actors, and they’re not. 

Nobody monitors fuel consump-

tion more closely than a trucking 

company. We are very efficient,” 

Shaw said. “People look at the fact 

that we consume diesel and say we 

should be electric or something else. 

We need to help them understand 

that we don’t like paying $1.15 a liter 

for diesel any more than anybody 

else does, and if there was a better 

alternative out there, we’d be first in 

line.”

Educational efforts and services 

to its members have become much 

improved since the opening of the 

MTA’s newly-refurbished head office 

in Winnipeg. Now twice the size, the 

building features classroom space, a 

large boardroom, and space to grow 

into.

The MTA’s RPM Trucking 

Industry Safety program has also 

reaped the benefits of the build-

ing’s added space, with Shaw saying 

its success in 2017 has accounted 

for more than $400,000 in WCB 

premium savings for its certified 

members. TW

The MTA handed out some hardware during its Fall Awards Gala in 

Winnipeg Nov. 3.

Twenty-eight year driving veteran Ron Rodych of Gordon Food Service 

received the Volvo Driver of the Year award, while Jim Campbell of First Class 

Training Centre was named the Payne Transportation Associate of the Year.

Paul Arnaud and Monique Laramee of Big Freight Systems, Robert Wensel 

from Arnold Bros., and Darrin Fiske of the Kleysen Group, were Pioneer 

Award winners for their commitment to the industry. The Kleysen Group 

also received the Omnitracs Distinguished Member award.

The highest honor went to Louie Tolaini of the TransX Group of 

Companies, taking home the newly-titled Red Coleman Service to the 

Industry award.

Tolaini started TransX in 1963, a company that now boasts 1,500 trucks, 12 

North American terminals, and 3,000 employees. TW
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LEASING & TRADE-INS

By James Menzies

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

Roadside enforcement officers will 

be prepared to enforce the U.S. 

electronic logging device (ELD) 

mandate that comes into effect 

Dec. 18, and don’t expect a “soft 

enforcement” period.

That was the message from 

Collin Mooney, executive direc-

tor of the Commercial Vehicle 

Safety Alliance (CVSA), who was 

addressing the ELD mandate at the 

American Trucking Associations’ 

annual Management Conference & 

Exhibition Oct. 21.

“On Dec. 18, enforcement begins,” 

he warned. “We will be writing vio-

lations, citations, and warnings. 

There is no delayed enforcement 

– we are not using the term soft 

enforcement at all.”

The CVSA has indicated it won’t 

place drivers out-of-service for vio-

lating the ELD rule until April 1, 

2018, but Mooney cautioned this is 

being done to allow CVSA to better 

understand the industry’s readi-

ness for the new rule, it’s not a post-

ponement of enforcement.

“This will give us a handle on 

what this will look like, how big 

a problem this is,” Mooney said. 

“There is a way for us to track 

this within our current inspec-

tion selection process, so hopefully 

when April 1 rolls around, a lot of 

fears will subside that we are not 

placing the whole industry out-of-

service for ELD non-compliance.”

Virtually all Canadian fleets 

operating in the U.S. will have 

to use electronic logs beginning 

Dec. 18. Anyone requiring a paper 

record of duty status today will 

need to use either a current gener-

ation automatic on-board record-

ing device (AOBRD), or an ELD that 

meets the new technical standard. 

Only AOBRDs currently in use will 

be allowed beyond Dec. 18, for a 

two-year grandfather period. Fleets 

can continue using these systems 

on existing capacity, but can’t 

install them in added capacity.

The only exemptions will go 

to: drivers operating within a 100 

air mile radius; drivers who are 

required to prepare record of duty 

logs for no more than eight days 

during any 30-day period; drivers 

conducting drive-away/tow-away 

operations; or those driving trucks 

with engines manufactured before 

the model year 2000.

Joeseph Delorenzo, direc-

tor, Office of Enforcement 

and Compliance with the U.S. 

Federal Motor Carrier Safety 

Administration (FMCSA), 

reminded fleets that come Dec. 18, 

they’ll have but two options: to con-

tinue operating AOBRDs that were 

installed prior to that date, or to 

run ELDs. It’s up to ELD providers 

to self-certify their devices with the 

FMCSA, which then includes them 

on an online registration site.

“It’s important that if you are a 

new user and purchasing (an ELD) 

that you have a conversation with 

the vendor about what they have 

done and how it fits with your oper-

ation,” Delorenzo warned, adding 

there were 135 devices listed 

on the FMCSA website as of the 

week of Oct. 16. “I’d ask questions 

about self-certification so if you’re 

making a purchasing decision, 

you’re making a good choice.”

While it may seem late to be 

shopping for an ELD, Jim Ward, 

president and CEO of U.S. fleet D.M. 

Bowman, said he believes many 

fleets are not yet ready for the 

impending rule. 

“I was in a meeting this week with 

several fleets and when I asked how 

many of them were using some sort 

of ELD, about a third of the people 

in the room raised their hands. 

There’s a very short time period 

right now to effect change going 

forward,” Ward said. 

At D.M. Bowman, Ward admitted 

there was some initial pushback 

from drivers, but that subsided 

when they saw the productivity 

gained by using e-logs. 

“If there is a way to be able to 

do something more productively 

and more efficiently and save some 

time, they’re going to use it,” he 

said. “The hours-of-service hasn’t 

changed – just the way we’re moni-

toring it has changed. They started 

to realize we were using data to 

be better planners of their day, so 

long-term they benefited from the 

use of the data and they saw that as 

a very nice benefit.”

A side benefit, according to 

Ward, is that the company was 

ELD Day
As the clock counts down to the Dec. 18 electronic logging device mandate in the 

U.S., many fleets have yet to implement a solution

BUSINESS

The U.S. electronic logging device mandate takes effect Dec. 18.  

Will the industry be ready?

Continued on page 25
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With age comes wisdom. At least 

that’s what I’d like to think.

When I was younger, I’d leave 

things to the last minute knowing 

I had the energy to cram like crazy 

to meet a deadline.

But as time went on, I learned 

to work smarter. I found the dis-

cipline to plan ahead and spread 

out my effort. By the time some-

thing was due, I was well prepared 

to submit my final product and far 

less stressed about how it would be 

received. I started to crave feeling 

good about my accomplishments.

If you manage IFTA at your 

company, it’s hard to develop rou-

tines on your own. There are no 

college courses and it’s rare to have 

a boss with the qualifications and 

experience to help you. So here are 

some words of wisdom to help you 

develop good habits:

Make more deadlines

Break down IFTA’s quarterly filing 

deadlines into manageable chunks, 

with a list of things to do every 

week (collect distance and fuel 

data) and every month (produce 

summary reports). When the quar-

terly filing deadline arrives, you’ll 

be ready. (You can download an 

IFTA filing checklist at www.

northstarfleet.com).

Simplify trip reports

What if drivers delivered freight 

like they turn in their IFTA docu-

ments? What if they saved up all 

their loads until the last week of 

the month or quarter and tried to 

deliver them all at once?

Drivers have enough to do, so 

make it easy for them to report 

distance and fuel information. If 

you’re using paper forms, are your 

trip reports readable and the fields 

large enough for the driver to be 

able to write in odometer readings 

and other data?

Do you make it convenient for 

your drivers to submit receipts for 

every single fuel purchase they 

make? Sometimes all a driver 

needs is a bunch of self-addressed 

stamped envelopes they can stuff 

with receipts and mail weekly from 

the road.

Demand more

If you use a service bureau and 

only talk to them four times a year, 

demand more. Anyone can file a 

quarterly return for you, but the 

best service bureaus can improve 

the way you manage fuel and 

vehicle taxes for your fleet. They 

can show you how to put strong 

internal controls in place so you 

can collect, report, and store data. 

It’s worth the cost and effort.

Explain your job

If you manage IFTA at your 

company, it can be hard to get 

people to invest in the systems 

and training you need to do your 

job better. Most companies don’t 

give IFTA and other mileage tax 

or licensing programs the respect 

they deserve.

Be ready to explain the benefits 

of better processes. For example, 

if a receipt is missing or disal-

lowed, you’ll pay tax twice: once 

at the pump and again on the 

IFTA return because you’ll have 

to declare it as non-tax paid fuel. 

If the risk of paying too much tax 

doesn’t motivate anyone to get you 

the help you need, how about the 

number of hours of overtime you 

have to work in order to track down 

distance and fuel data? Do you 

have that kind of time?

Managing IFTA is a critical job. 

If you can’t take a load because you 

forgot to renew an IFTA license, it 

affects your business. Worse, tax 

problems tell authorities, custom-

ers, and competitors that you don’t 

pay attention to detail.

As you wrap up this quarter, are 

you digging for fuel receipts or pes-

tering drivers for the distances they 

ran three months ago? Are you 

scrambling to meet the filing dead-

line? Now visualize the sense of 

control and relief that comes from 

filing on-time and accurate returns.

There are business and personal 

costs to living life on the edge of a 

deadline. A routine can make your 

job easier. You’ll be wiser for it– 

and better rested. TW
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Words from the wise
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ALBERTA

By Derek Clouthier

CALGARY, ALBERTA

Isabelle Hetu of Trucking HR 

Canada says hiring more women, 

minorities, and millennials will 

help alleviate some of the shortages 

the trucking industry is and will be 

facing in the coming years.

Speaking during the Alberta 

Motor Transport Association 

(AMTA) Employment in Trucking 

Expo Oct. 24 in Calgary, Hetu also 

said a company’s willingness to look 

at a variety of applicants makes 

finding the right person easier.

“A more diverse workforce can 

lead to access to more labor pools,” 

Hetu said, adding that a company 

with a diverse employment base 

helps the industry overall and 

creates a snowball effect throughout 

the trucking sector.

The ability to bring new ideas, 

various backgrounds, problem 

solving abilities, language skills, 

and technical savvy people to your 

company were other benefits Hetu 

underscored in her presentation 

A Business Case for Diversity in the 

Workplace.

Within the trucking sector, 

women represent 27% of the total 

employment base, with 3% of 

drivers, mechanics, technicians, and 

cargo workers being female. Eleven 

per cent of managerial staff are 

women, and 18% of dispatchers.

Visible minorities make up 19% 

of the driver population, and with 

more than six million Canadians 

identifying as a minority, or 22% of 

the workforce, Hetu said there is a 

wealth of opportunity for trucking 

companies to tap into.

Those looking for a younger talent 

pool, Hetu, in addition to millennials, 

said Indigenous Peoples are often 

forgotten in the hiring process.

“They are eager to find employ-

ment and are a great pool for 

employers to look at,” she said, 

pointing out that Indigenous 

Peoples are the fastest growing 

demographic in Canada, with 46% 

being under the age of 24.

Women were also a segment Hetu 

said was looking to have greater 

success breaking into the industry.

“Overall, women are really 

under-represented in the industry,” 

she said, “which is ironic, because I 

think there’s a about half-and-half in 

the room today.”

Hetu said the most important 

thing women look for from their 

employer is the opportunity to 

be mentored by an experienced 

employee, and then be a mentor 

themselves later on in their career.

As for millennials, flexibility is key.

“Flexible work opportunities are not 

just about working from home,” Hetu 

said, highlighting part-time agree-

ments and load sharing as examples. 

“Those who have access to those 

flexible work opportunities are more 

likely to stay with your company.”

Shortages in the industry are not 

just about filling the driver gap, but 

various mechanical, technology, and 

administrative positions, as well.

“I know drivers are the backbone 

of the industry, but several other 

positions are facing shortages,” 

Hetu said, adding that 50% of truck-

ing companies have no plan in place 

to hire today’s younger generation 

of worker.

Hetu said companies must 

develop a plan to attract, recruit, 

and retain new workers, using 

Trucking HR Canada’s “Three Cs” 

as an example – clear policies, con-

sistent application of those poli-

cies, and that they are communi-

cated to employees.

Sixty-seven per cent of Trucking 

HR Canada’s Top Fleet Employers 

have committed to diversity pro-

grams that go above and beyond 

what Canadian law requires.

Of which, 77% have an employ-

ment base made up of more than 

20% millennials, 92% offer flexible 

work opportunities, and 85% have 

a formal commitment to mental 

health and wellness.

Hiring right the first time

Adding the topic of hiring new 

employees, Lisa Thompson, 

national account manager for Drake 

International, said finding the right 

person for the job goes far beyond 

the actual hiring process.

“Poor hiring practices do impact 

your bottom line,” said Thompson, 

highlighting the planning process, 

sourcing, evaluating, interviewing, 

and validating as examples.

Thompson said a company is 

three times more likely to make a 

quality hire if the business is prop-

erly branded, and that where to find 

candidates has also changed, with 

social media being a viable location 

to find those you wouldn’t normally 

be able to access.

On Facebook, for instance, com-

panies can post a job advertisement 

and target that posting for anywhere 

from $10-$40.

“If you’re getting candidates and 

people are sharing it, then how excit-

ing is that?” Thompson said. “Use 

the people who want to do (social 

media) and manage it.”

During the interview process, 

Thompson said companies must 

validate the claims of a candidate, 

and should also have an under-

standing of objectives, create a safe 

atmosphere, avoid jumping to con-

clusions, uncover real weaknesses, 

listen, watch for non-verbal clues, 

take notes, ask why, and develop 

the relationship throughout.

Thompson also stressed the 

importance of retaining quality 

employees.

“Hold on to those employees you 

already have and have a succes-

sion plan,” she said. “Hiring right is 

about keeping your people as well. 

Don’t let the talent walk out the 

door, because sometimes they can 

be difficult to replace.”  TW

Turning your talent pool into an ocean
Speaker says hiring a diverse workforce will help 

trucking companies and the industry thrive
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The ELD debate continues and the 

general consensus is that the sky is 

about to fall.

Oil prices are rising, making fuel 

more expensive and winter has 

arrived. On paper it appears to be 

a bad time for trucking, but I don’t 

think so. Sure there will be a few 

casualties, but overall I’m looking 

forward to the next few months. 

Well, maybe not the winter weather 

now that I have a black truck – this 

thing could get dirty in an operat-

ing room.

Anyhow, what’s to get excited 

about?

How about ELDs? Like many 

of you, I’m running one and it’s 

had zero impact on my earnings, 

but I feel that’s about to change. 

I can foresee a lot of extra freight 

once the law comes into effect, but 

making the HOS fit the job is no 

longer going to be possible. This 

will reduce the amount of trucks 

and the laws of supply/demand, 

meaning rates will rise. That’s a 

good thing.

Secondly, the higher fuel costs 

will see rates climb too, either 

the whole rate, or the fuel sur-

charge. Either way, prices go up, 

and yes, fuel will be more expen-

sive, but as long as your mpg is 

above the fuel surcharge thresh-

old or the rate increase ref lects 

the higher fuel prices, you’ll see a 

few more dollars after expenses. 

Worst case scenario is that the 

increase will keep you on an 

even keel with the lower mpg you 

achieve during winter.

Having said that, there’s an 

added bonus for anybody looking 

to buy their first truck, the time is 

now. More freight, thanks to the 

ELD, and a good chance there will 

be more trucks on the market as 

people get out of the industry, by 

choice or not. Better rates due to 

supply and demand and higher oil 

prices, there really couldn’t be a 

better time to pull the trigger.

If you’re thinking of going down 

this route, there’s one thing to 

look into very carefully and that is 

financing. I recently spoke to the 

finance guy at the dealer that sold 

me my first and second trucks and 

he told me some horror stories. 

The market has been depressed 

recently due to the disparity 

between the dollars. This has 

prompted some shady deals in an 

effort to keep monthly repayments 

at a manageable level. Low depos-

its, extended payment schedules, 

and large balloon payments upon 

completion of the term. All of these 

can keep your finances upside 

down for far too long. Ideally with 

a new truck purchase you should 

have equity in the truck at the 

halfway point of the term at the 

very latest. If it’s a used truck, it 

should be sooner.

He also said there have been 

many cases of people trading up 

and carrying over outstanding debt 

on the trade-in to the new truck. 

In some cases this could be a good 

decision. If you have a lemon, it 

could be more cost effective to get 

rid of it and get a different truck, 

but that’s a special case. If you’re 

doing it just to get into a new truck, 

it’s not such a good idea.

There are also some obscene 

interest rates being offered. One 

example he gave was a guy who 

traded an older truck in nega-

tive equity for a newer one. The 

amount financed was a six figure 

sum and it was at 14%. To keep 

monthly repayments at a man-

ageable amount, the term was 

over 84 months and there was a 

$25,000 buyout at the end of the 

term. The truck was a year old 

already, which means it will be 

nine years old at the end of the 

term and still require a $25,000 

lump sum payment to own. That 

truck will almost certainly be in 

negative equity throughout the 

finance term.

The best advice I can give 

anybody thinking of buying a truck 

is to go over everything with an 

accountant before you sign on the 

dotted line. The saying “act in haste, 

repent at leisure” perfectly describes 

the purchase of a truck. TW
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You say tomato, I say tomahto
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view of life on the road.
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While everyone traditionally circles 

April 30 on their calendar, a more 

pressing tax deadline is really just 

days away. If you are a sole propri-

etor, then Dec. 31 is an important 

deadline for business decisions. If 

you are incorporated then whatever 

your business year-end date is also 

a critical deadline. 

Here are a few tax and accounting 

items to consider as we approach 

the end of 2017:

2017 income and expenses

Make sure 2017 income and expenses 

are reported on your 2017 return.

Businesses use the accrual 

method of accounting. That 

means you report income in the 

fiscal period you earn it, not when 

you receive it, and you deduct 

expenses in the fiscal period you 

incur them, whether you actually 

paid them in that period or not.

For example, your first broker set-

tlement in 2018 probably will be for 

a pay period ending Dec. 31, 2017. 

That income counts toward 2017. 

Likewise, the cellphone bill dated 

Dec. 28, 2017, is a 2017 expense 

even though you’ll pay it just before 

it’s due in the third week of January.

Make a big purchase

If you’re planning a major purchase, 

consider doing so before Dec. 31.

There’s an advantage to loading up 

on deductible expenses in a high-in-

come year.  Spending $3,000 on tires 

in December could save you $900 

owed to CRA when you file your 2017 

tax return this April. Buying those 

tires in February 2018 will delay your 

savings until April 2019.

Make a really big purchase

There’s a rule of thumb in account-

ing that says the best time to acquire 

new equipment is at the end of your 

tax year. It’s generally true as 

long as you’re financing the vehicle 

with a loan and not a lease.

That’s because CRA lets you 

expense a half-year’s depreciation 

on the asset purchase even though 

you may have only owned it for a 

month or two. Since CRA allows a 

20% depreciation expense during 

a truck’s first year, that’s a good 

chunk of change on a new vehicle. 

You could be writing off far more 

than you actually paid out during 

the short time you’ve had it.

Leasing a new asset close to year-

end doesn’t offer the same tax-

related benefit. That big initial lease 

payment is considered to be a pre-

paid deposit which you cannot 

expense all at once. You have to 

divide it by the number of months 

in your lease contract and expense 

that amount each month in addi-

tion to your regular lease payment.

People in trucking tend to use 

the words “buying” and “leasing” 

interchangeably. If your accountant 

advises you to buy a new truck, don’t 

go out and lease one. Purchasing 

and leasing have totally different 

effects on your tax planning.

Interest expenses

Any time you pay to borrow money, 

and that money is used to help you 

earn business income or provide 

working capital, the expense is 

tax-deductible. This includes inter-

est paid on the loan, the cost for the 

loan to be set up and managed, and 

any fees for related legal, account-

ing, and bookkeeping services.

Loan-related expenses aren’t like 

most business expenses. Interest 

and other fees may be amortized 

over the life of the loan and wrapped 

into monthly payments. Up-front 

administrative or documentation 

fees may be buried in the fine print.

Your accountant can clarify pre-

cisely which borrowing expenses are 

business and which are personal. 

For instance, you might think your 

tax accounts (including personal 

tax, corporate tax, payroll source 

deductions, and GST account) are 

business-related. But CRA says you 

cannot deduct the interest charged 

to these accounts or any loans you 

may get from financial institutions to 

pay these amounts. Also, any loans 

to buy RRSPs or fees charged within 

your RRSPs are not deductible.

We’re all looking forward to a 

happy, prosperous 2018. A little 

last-minute tax planning now can 

help you end 2017 on the right foot 

and enter next year a step ahead. TW

OPINION

The real tax deadline
A little last-minute tax planning now can help you end 2017 on the right foot

Tax Talk

Scott Taylor is vice-president of 

TFS Group, providing accounting, 

bookkeeping, tax return prepara-

tion, and other business services 

for owner-operators. Learn more 

at www.tfsgroup.com or call 

1-800-461-5970.
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better able to demonstrate to ship-

pers and receivers that held up 

drivers and equipment that this 

was choking productivity.

“We average 6.8 to 7.2 hours of 

drive time in our fleet,” he said. 

“This is a huge opportunity to get 

working with the shipper commu-

nity (to reduce delays). When you 

can get good data, people will listen 

to you and improve the system. 

The supply chain will get better as a 

result of what we’re doing.”

Concerns remain, however, 

about the enforcement com-

munity ’s readiness for the new 

rule. There are two options 

to transfer e-log data to an 

enforcement officer : using 

telematics, such as web-based 

services and e-mail; or local 

connections such as Bluetooth 

or an encrypted USB drive. 

“I think in the overwhelming 

majority of cases, we’re going to 

be looking at web-based services,” 

said Delorenzo. “It’s the fastest, 

cleanest, easiest one for us to 

work with.”

He said the log inspection 

process will be faster, which will 

also benefit drivers as they’ll 

spend less time at roadside having 

their paper logbooks scrutinized. 

Mooney addressed the issue of 

enforcement community read-

iness, by assuring fleets that 

enforcement officers will be fully 

trained by Dec. 18. A number of 

three-day train the trainer ses-

sions are currently being held 

across the U.S. Those trainers will 

return to their jurisdictions and 

then train all other inspection 

personnel, Mooney explained. 

“By Dec. 18, most, if not all, will 

be trained,” he insisted. 

The enforcement representa-

tives also took issue with any idea 

that the ELD mandate will take 

flexibility away from drivers. 

“A lot of folks are tying the ELD 

to the hours-of-service rules them-

selves,” said Mooney. “All viola-

tions we find at roadside will be 

documented on roadside inspec-

tion reports. A number of folks in 

the industry refer to that as their 

wiggle room. Technically, there 

never was wiggle room.”

Mooney pointed out that as 

with paper logs today, annota-

tions can be made to point out 

exceptional circumstances (ie. 

having to exceed drive time 

because of unforeseen bad 

weather). Asked what will happen 

if an ELD on the FMCSA’s list of 

self-certified devices is found 

not to comply, Delorenzo said 

those instances will be managed 

on a case by case basis. But he’s 

hopeful most shortcomings will 

be able to be rectified remotely 

with a software update. 

“If it can’t be done, if the vendor 

goes out of business, those things 

are going to have to be addressed 

on a case by case basis,” he said. 

“Each one is going to have to be 

done differently, depending on 

what the situation is, how many 

there are out there – those we’ll 

handle as they come up.”

While there remains some 

unanswered questions and con-

cerns about the impending ELD 

mandate, Ward said fleets should 

benefit from the transition to 

ELDs in the long run.

“It’s been a good experience for 

us,” he said. “And it has had a very 

positive effect on us, from a safety 

perspective.” TW

ELD’s mandate coming soon
Continued from page 19

“On Dec. 18, 
enforcement begins. 
We will be writing 
violations, citations, 
and warnings. 
There is no delayed 
enforcement – we are 
not using the term soft 
enforcement at all.”
– Collin Mooney, CVSA
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By Derek Clouthier

REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN

A Future of Trucking panel said 

ever-changing technology and a 

candidate pool of younger workers 

poses challenges and benefits to an 

industry facing ongoing recruitment 

and retainment concerns.

Heather Day, owner of C.S. Day 

Transport, said when it comes to 

attracting millennials to the truck-

ing industry, new technologies 

are only a small part of why many 

choose to enter alternative sectors.

“I don’t think that autonomous 

trucks are going to help very much 

at all,” Day said of enticing the next 

generation into the industry. “If it’s 

truly driverless where they just sit 

and put on the autopilot, no one is 

going to want to do that.”

Day did say, however, that the 

move toward autonomous has a 

bright side.

“If autonomous vehicles grow 

more into the advanced driver assist 

systems, and if they are marketed as 

more glamorous like airline pilots 

where you’ve got all these fancy con-

trols and step into this nice, com-

fortable cab, that could be more 

promising,” she said.

Cass Pidmen, a driver with C.S. 

Day Transport, said technology 

brings with it a sense of uncertainty 

as to whether a program will be able 

to operate a tractor-trailer the same 

way an experienced driver can, par-

ticularly in adverse weather con-

ditions, and even though there are 

exciting new advancements that 

save drivers time, attracting new 

employees remains a challenge.

“There’s a lot of uncertainty of 

truck driving,” Pidmen said. “You 

may know when you’re going to 

start, but you don’t know when 

you’re going to end.

“Generally speaking, you have to 

work but you don’t want it to be your 

whole life, so you have your life and 

you fit your work into that and make 

as much money as you can during 

that time and you definitely want to 

enjoy your work.”

Pidmen said when it comes to his 

peers, the notion of working in the 

trucking industry is mostly off their 

radar.

“When they think of driving, they 

typically think I’m crazy for doing it, 

especially in Saskatchewan with our 

winter conditions,” he said. “They just 

think cold, bad roads, no thanks.”

For Mackenzie Lapchuk, on the 

other hand, who is an apprentice 

technician with Cervus Equipment 

Peterbilt, trucking is a viable career 

choice for many he knows.

“Career opportunities in the 

trucking industry, myself and 

my peers see an endless choice of 

opportunities,” said Lapchuk, who 

added many of the employees he 

works with are in their 20s.

But how Lapchuk’s peers 

approach the industry differs, 

chronicling how two of his friends 

are ready to purchase their own 

trucks, one planning to get a brand 

new 2018 with all the bells and whis-

tles, while the other preferring to 

opt for a 2000 Kenworth model.

“He wants nothing to do with 

technologies, aftertreatment, or 

anything like that,” said Lapchuk. 

“He goes ‘No way. My dad drives an 

older truck, my brother drives an older 

truck, I’m going to drive an older truck 

and that’s all there is to it.’”

As for what he and his peers look 

for in an employer, Lapchuk said a 

decent wage, an enjoyable workplace, 

benefits, and a culture that puts as 

much effort into him as he does them 

is what would be looking for.

Flexibility – or a work-life balance 

– was also top of the list for many 

younger workers, according to 

Brenda Cuthbert, HR manager for 

Siemens Transportation.

Cuthbert said independence, 

a meaningful position with the 

company, and mentor and not a boss, 

respect, and appreciation were also 

important to millennial candidates.

“So honestly, don’t we all want 

that?” Cuthbert said. “I’m not sure 

there is much difference between 

baby boomers and millennials. 

I think one generation brought 

experience to the workforce and 

the other generation is bringing 

technology.”

Asked about whether an increase 

in pay would alleviate the perceived 

driver shortage in the coming years, 

Cuthbert did not buy into the claim.

“You have to be competi-

tive, there’s no question there, 

but improving the driver’s life-

style is what is key here,” she said. 

“Increasing salaries doesn’t give 

you job satisfaction. It may get the 

drivers or employees in your front 

door, but it will not keep those 

employees.”

Part of that improved lifestyle, 

said Cuthbert, is a company’s efforts 

to mimic a long-haul driver’s home 

life as much as possible.

“Drivers want the comfort to 

follow them on the road,” she said, 

“so as companies we need to find a 

way to give them the home experi-

ence when they are away.”

The Future of Trucking panel, 

which was the third installment of 

Newcom Business Media’s discus-

sion on both the new generation of 

workers and the impact of new tech-

nologies, took place in conjunction 

with the Saskatchewan Trucking 

Association (STA) annual AGM and 

Awards Gala in Regina Oct. 21. TW

Opinions mixed
Panel voices concern, optimism for impact technology and millennials will have on industry

SASKATCHEWAN

Addressing the impact of new tech-

nologies, such as autonomous vehi-

cles, platooning, and electric power-

trains, Randy Fleming, district sales 

manager for Volvo, said despite what 

many see in the media, autonomous 

trucks will not mean the end of the 

driver.

“I don’t see drivers going away,” 

Fleming said. “Everything that we’re 

rolling out today from a technology 

standpoint are to help our drivers 

do a better job, it’s not to replace the 

drivers.”

Fleming said the push today for 

driver assist technologies is driven 

primarily to increase safety.

“With 93% of commercial vehicle 

accidents involve human error, that 

is a huge opportunity for us to pos-

sibly automate some of the func-

tions of the driver in order to take 

away some of those human errors,” 

he said.

Fuel efficiency was another key 

motivator for trucking companies 

and government bodies.

“We’re all in this make money, and 

if we can create product for our cus-

tomers to use that drives a better 

bottom line for them, then we’re 

going to introduce leading edge 

technologies that will cause better 

fuel efficiency,” said Fleming, “given 

that fuel is one of your top two costs 

in operating a trucking company.”

Kyle Favel, owner of Favel 

Transportation, said he doesn’t see 

how a fully autonomous truck would 

help his business, but driver assist 

is something drivers would find 

rewarding.

“The driver is engaged so we’re 

not getting rid of the driver any time 

soon. But if we can make their day 

less fatiguing, right on,” Favel said. 

“A driver assist platform is probably 

going to be better for us as fleets.”

Employing owner-operators, Favel 

said many experienced drivers are 

opposed to the rapid pace and use of 

technology.

“They’re always skeptical of any-

thing new,” he said. “We still have 

guys in our fleet that will not adopt 

a DPF or NESER system.”

As for platooning, Fleming said 

there has to be a return on investment 

for the technology to make sense – 

research shows the lead truck sees a 

4.5% improvement in fuel efficiency 

and the second anywhere between 

8-10% – and introducing technology 

for technology’s sake is not the way to 

approach things.

Day added she needs to see that a 

technology is proven to work and is 

safe before investing in its use.

“If we were to invest in everything,” 

she said, “we would probably not have 

the technology around long enough to 

see a return on our investment.” TW

From left: moderator Lou Smyrlis, Randy Fleming, Brenda Cuthbert, 

Mackenzie Lapchuk, Cass Pidmen, Heather Day, Kyle Favel, and moderator 

Derek Clouthier address “The Future of Trucking” during a panel discussion 

Oct. 21 in Regina.

Drivers going 
nowhere
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MARKETPLACE

By James Menzies

Tires represent one of a fleet’s 

largest operating costs, so having 

an effective tire management 

program is essential. But that 

doesn’t mean it has to be overly 

complex. Even small fleets without 

a dedicated “tire guy” can put in 

place a simple, but effective, tire 

management program.

Mark it on the calendar

Mike Buck, president of MCB 

Consulting, is a fan of using a cal-

endar, and his consulting firm has 

helped several fleets reduce tire 

costs by implementing one. Most 

tire manufacturers offer tire calen-

dars that can be installed on trac-

tors and trailers. 

“It can be used to manage your 

tires if you can’t afford air inflation 

systems and you can’t thoroughly 

inspect every tire in every yard 

every day,” Buck explained. 

Every time a unit’s tires are 

given a thorough visual inspec-

tion – inflation, tread depth, wear 

patterns – the day of the month is 

written into that month’s square 

(ie. a 3 would be placed in the 

November box to indicate an 

inspection was done Nov. 3).

“It’s located right by the grab 

handle and everybody walking 

the lane visually knows those tires 

were checked on the third,” Buck 

explained. “Long story short, now 

you have calendars on your entire 

fleet.”

Buck noted even good tires lose 

two to four psi per month, just 

due to temperature fluctuations. 

He said thorough tire inspections 

should be done every 60 days. 

“It’s not a perfect system, but it’s 

better than having to try to inspect 

every tire every day,” he said. 

Tire calendars also make it easier 

to get drivers involved in tire main-

tenance, as they can tell at a glance 

when their tires were last inspected. 

“It takes a little bit to get started, 

but I’ve implemented a tire calen-

dar in numerous companies and 

it really turned their tire program 

around,” he said.

Create a manual

Fleets of all sizes should also 

produce a tire manual, which can 

help keep tire vendors accountable. 

It can be as long as 25 pages and 

should include information such as 

tread depths, when tires should be 

pulled, recap spec’s, wheel finish-

ing information, etc. 

“There’s no gray area, it’s right 

there in that tire manual in black 

and white,” said Buck. He said 

vendors should sign off on the tire 

manual and agree to follow the pol-

icies contained within, rather than 

using their own discretion when it 

comes to replacing tires. 

“We review the document with 

vendors and they’re going to sign 

off on it – if not, we get a new 

tire vendor,” Buck said. “If you 

don’t have those things in black 

and white, they may recap a tire 

that’s 10 years old and has had 

four repairs. That’s what the tire 

manual is all about, holding them 

accountable to your exact spec’s.”

Buck also recommends having 

a simple two-page, laminated tire 

guide in the shop that mechan-

ics can reference when making 

tire decisions in the shop. It should 

include details such as inflation 

pressures, and the tread depth at 

which tires should be pulled.

Pressure points

The most effective way to reduce 

tire-related roadside service calls is to 

monitor inflation pressures – and not 

only with the thump of a hammer.

“It has to be part of normal busi-

ness. If a unit comes into the shop 

for anything, check the tires,” said 

Taki Darakos, vice-president of 

maintenance for Transervice. “We 

have master gauges in our shops 

and air gauges that can be cali-

brated. On occasion, we have found 

that our vendors’ gauges can be 

out of calibration. You could end 

up with a fleet where air pressures 

are consistent, but maybe over- or 

underinflated.”

Buck agreed. “You have to have 

a master gauge and mechanics 

have to check it a minimum of once 

weekly. It should be calibrated once 

a quarter and it has to be dead on.”

Both insisted thumping the tires 

with a hammer is not an adequate 

way to determine if their inflation 

pressure is on spec’.

“Lots of folks say they can (tell),” 

said Darakos. “If a unit is severely 

underinflated, maybe you will 

notice, but the experts will tell you 

that it’s not good enough to just 

thump a tire and I trust them.”

Buck put this theory to the test. 

He did a tire blitz with one fleet 

he worked with, and challenged 

tire experts to identify tires at 80, 

90, 100, and 110 psi using only a 

hammer. He even offered $25 to 

anyone who could identify each tire 

using the thump test.

“I never lost a dime,” he said. “Not 

one of them could tell the differ-

ence between psi and these were 

tire guys who’ve been doing tires all 

their lives.”

Inspect your scraps

Before discarding scrap tires, 

inspect them with your tire vendor 

to identify possible causes of pre-

mature failure, advised Darakos.

“Do a monthly scrap audit with 

your dealer,” he suggested. “There 

are a lot of lessons learned from 

looking at tires pulled off, set aside 

for disposal or to be retreaded. In 

some cases, you can pick up war-

ranty dollars or maybe identify an 

issue. This helps the relationship 

and also allows you to see what 

is really going on with the fleet. It 

should be done monthly so that the 

piles of tires do not get too high.” TW

Four elements of a successful tire  
management program

When Craig Matta of Stand Alone Tire visits a fleet’s yard, he is drawn 

immediately to the rubber. He’s not just looking for tires with obvious signs 

of damage, such as puncture holes – he examines the tires closely to iden-

tify issues within the fleet that could be contributing to reduced tire life. So, 

what exactly is he looking for when he can be seen running his hands over a 

tire tread?

“Basically, I’m looking for any irregular wear,” he explained. “A lot of trail-

ers have alignment issues, and the inside shoulder is often wearing a little 

faster than the outside shoulder. If there’s more wear on the inner shoulder, 

then I’ll tell the customer the trailer has some alignment issues.”

He also looks for flat spots, “especially with winter coming, because a 

lot of guys are leaving before their trailer brakes are disengaged – which is 

caused by the air lines freezing up – and they’re dragging their trailers.”

Matta will also measure tread depths to ensure a set of duals is not 

mismatched.

“A lot of times, tires will get replaced on the road and the guy will put a 

brand new tire on beside a tire that’s half worn down. You have to match 

them up to be at the same tread depth,” he explained. He has even seen 

instances where a tire vendor replaced a blowout 

with a wrong sized tire at roadside, because it’s the 

closest match they had with them. This results in 

one tire carrying a disproportionate load.

In some applications, tires on one side of a truck or 

trailer will receive more abuse, so rotation is advised.

“With trailer tires, you’ll get more scrubbing on the 

right-hand side, just because they scrub the curb,” 

Matta noted. TW

If tires could talk
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1-888-995-2459

(3) 2011 CHEVROLET 3/4 TON VAN/PANEL TRUCKS
5.0L, 4 SPD TRANS; LEAF SPRINGS SUSP; 

155" WHEELBASE, 8600 LB GVW. 135,780 KMS,
STK#451906. -1204028

CALGARY

(5) 2011 INTERNATIONAL 4300
STRAIGHT TRUCK W/VANS

INTERNATIONAL ENG; MAXX FORCE, 230 HP, AUTOMATIC
TRANS; SINGLE AXLE(S), LEAF SPRINGS SUSP; 

272" WHEELBASE, WHITE IN COLOR, 314,000 KMS,
STK#628988. -1256646

CALGARY

2009 MACK GU 800 STRAIGHT TRUCK 
W/FLAT DECK

MACK ENG; MP8, 445 HP, TRI AXLE(S), 263" WHEELBASE,
24 FOOT WITH MOFFAT CARRIER. 301,164 KMS,

STK#441942. -1259525

CALGARY

2012 FREIGHTLINER CASCADIA 125 HIGHWAY TRACTOR
72" CONDO SLEEPER, DETROIT ENG; DD15, 505 HP, 13
SPD  AUTO TRANS; TANDEM AXLE(S), AIR RIDE SUSP;

228" WHEELBASE, RED IN COLOR,  SALE PRICE! 894,000
KMS, STK#637813.  -1032809

CALGARY

2011 INTERNATIONAL PRO STAR HIGHWAY TRACTOR
73" CONDO SLEEPER, CUMMINS ENG; ISX, 485 HP, 18

SPD TRANS; TANDEM AXLE(S), 230" WHEELBASE,
662,000 KMS, STK#632206. -1256650

CALGARY

2008 FREIGHTLINER COLUMBIA 120
DAYCAB TRACTOR

DETROIT ENG; 14L, 500 HP, 18 SPD
TRANS; TANDEM AXLE(S), 4.10 RATIO,

176" WHEELBASE, 489,000 KMS,
STK#376603. -1259526

VANCOUVER

2014 FREIGHTLINER CASCADIA 125 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR

72" CONDO SLEEPER, DETROIT ENG; DD15, 505 HP, 
13 SPD TRANS; TANDEM AXLE(S), AIR RIDE SUSP; 

234" WHEELBASE, 916,054 KMS, STK#526913. -1256651

CALGARY

2010 HINO 185 STRAIGHT TRUCK W/VAN
HINO ENG; JO5D-TF, 175 HP, AUTOMATIC TRANS; 

SINGLE AXLE(S), LEAF SPRINGS SUSP; 
201" WHEELBASE, 18 FOOT BOX, 18,000 LB GVW.

142,000 KMS, STK#370718. -1204032
CALGARY

$14,800

3 TO CHOOSEFROM!

3 TO CHOOSEFROM!

5 TO CHOOSEFROM!

$40,500

$37,543

$42,268SALE PRICE$36,200

2010 FORD F450 OTHER TRUCKS
6.4L DIESEL, 325 HP, 5 SPD TRANS; LEAF SPRINGS SUSP;
176" WHEELBASE, WITH 16 FOOT BOX, 16,000 LB GVW.

160,255 KMS, STK#628916. -836414

CALGARY

$26,942
$31,000

$60,400

2014 FREIGHTLINER CASCADIA 
HEAVY-HAUL TRACTOR

72" CONDO SLEEPER, CUMMINS ENG; ISX, 500 HP, 
18 SPD TRANS; AIR RIDE SUSP; 225" WHEELBASE,

1,107,699 KMS, STK#532520. -1032802

CALGARY

2008 FREIGHTLINER COLUMBIA 120
DAYCAB TRACTOR

DETROIT ENG; 14L, 470 HP, 13 SPD
TRANS; TANDEM AXLE(S), 4.10 RATIO,

176" WHEELBASE, 403,000 KMS,
STK#420978. -1259527

VANCOUVER

ALBERTA
CALGARY

4535 8A Street NE
(Gary Giesbrecht) 

BRITISH COLUMBIA
PORT KELLS

9697 190th Street
(Gary Giesbrecht)

$40,500

$63,179

NEW EXTENDED
WARRANTY COVERAGE 

AVAILABLE

Engine,Trans, Diff.
Turbo, Inj, DPF,
EGR and more!

Up to 24 months/400,000 km’s

Financing
Available

$44,677
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Follow uusSearch FFAST OOnline
Thousands oof nnew && uused ttrucks aand
trailers ccan bbe ffound qquickly oonline!

NEW 
HYUNDAI DRY VANS 
AND REEFERS -198645

TOLL FREE: 1-800-661-5960 
Visit us at www.kingpintrailers.ca

Semi Trailer Sales & Service
Edmonton

Ross Sloat - 780-266-1096
Tom Procinsky - 780-446-8810

Manitoba
Dave Hull - 204-230-5749

British Columbia
Sunny Kular - 604-715-1534

Wesley Schneider - 604-360-9051

Calgary 
Dave Hull - 403-801-5642

Shawn Brush - 403-703-5334
Saskatchewan

Ron Gurski - 306-230-6688

NEW 
ALUMINUM FLATS,

STEP DECKS 
AND DUMPS
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Follow us

WE MOVE IRON

Canada’s Largest 
On-Line Source for 

Heavy Trucks 
and Trailers! 

Check Out

Our New
Website!

Your #1 Choice for Flexible
Financing Options

Choose the vehicle that’s 
right for Your Business and

let Riordan customize a 
Lease to Own Program

• Trucks
• Trailers

• Equipment
• New or Used

RIORDAN LEASING INC
1-800-572-0562 or (519) 579-8193

1158 King St. E., Kitchener, ON N2G 2N4

RIORDAN LEASING INC
1-800-572-0562 or (519) 579-8193

1158 King St. E., Kitchener, ON N2G 2N4Technical information www.airtab.com
To purchase 262-394-5752 or www.buyairtab.com

Using Airtabs™ will add stability 
to your tractor and/or trailer…

... improve tractor 
and trailer handling 
in crosswinds 
and improve your 
mirror visibility 
in wet conditions.
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2014 MACK CXU613 HIGHWAY TRACTOR
60" MIDRISE SLEEPER, MACK ENG; MP8-445, 445 HP, 18 SPD

TRANS; WHITE IN COLOR, 12,000 LB FRONT40,000 LB REAR, AIR
RIDE SUSP; MOOSE BUMPER, GREY/BROWN INTERIOR, POWER

WINDOWS 774,065 KMS, STK#90113. -1213510

2018 MACK GU813 DUMP TRUCK
MACK ENG; MP8-505, 505 HP, OTHER
TRANS; 3.58 RATIO, 209" WHEELBASE,

WHITE IN COLOR, GRAVEL TRUCK
STK#50447. -869855

2016 MACK CXU613 HIGHWAY TRACTOR
70" HI-RISE SLEEPER, MACK ENG; MP8-445C, 445 HP, 

3.36 RATIO, 212" WHEELBASE, WHITE IN COLOR, 12,000 LB
FRONT40,000 LB REAR AIR RIDE SUSP769,733 KMS, STK#90115. -

1213515

2018 MACK GU813 DUMP TRUCK
MACK ENG; MP8-505, 505 HP, OTHER TRANS; 3.58 RATIO,

209" WHEELBASE, BLACK IN COLOR, GRAVEL TRUCK
SPEC STK#50446 -869854

2015 MACK GU714 TANK TRUCK
MACK ENG; MP8, 425 HP, 18 SPD TRANS; 20/50
AXLE(S), AIR RIDE SUSP; TRUCK HAS AN ADVANCE EN-
GERING PRODUCTS 22,500 LITRE/ONE COMPARTMENT
DIVIDED INTO TWO SECTIONS ALUMINUM TC407
CHASSIS MOUNTED TANK. STOCK #50039 -101662

2015 MACK CXU613 DAYCAB TRACTOR
MACK ENG; MP8-445C, 445 HP, OTHER TRANS; 3.56

RATIO, WHITE IN COLOR, 742,764 KMS,
STK#90114. -1213514

2018 MACK CXU613 DAYCAB TRACTOR
MACK ENG; MP8-505C, 505 HP, OTHER TRANS; 3.56 RATIO,
203" WHEELBASE, FRONT AXLE 14,600 LB, REAR AXLE 44,000
LB, AM/FM, CD, MP3UNIT CAN BE VIEWED AT NEIL MACKIN-
NION (MEDICINE HAT ALBERTA)  STK#50417 -713278

2018 MACK CXU613 HIGHWAY TRACTOR
70" HI-RISE W/BUNK SLEEPER, MACK ENG; MP8-445, 445 HP,
OTHER TRANS; 3.08 RATIO, WHITE IN COLOR, JUST ARRIVED

STK#50497 -1258420

TransWesternTruck.com

5555 - 80 Ave SE, 
Calgary, AB  T2C 4S6

403-279-3000

Jon 
Whalley

Stuart 
Rude

Tom
Cameron

Harman
Brar

2018 MACK GU533 STRAIGHT TRUCK 
W/FLAT DECK

CUMMINS ENG; ISL9-D 350, 350 HP, AUTO-
MATIC TRANS; WHITE IN COLOR, FRONT AXLE
16500 LB, REAR AXLE 40,000 LB, MERITOR 6
SPD ALLISON GEN5, STK#50425 -1256948

$94,900

$69,500

$79,500

Whatever it takes to HAUL.ver it takes to Whatever it takes to ver it takes to HAUL.

2015 GU714 36” FT Vac Spec
MP8-505M Eng., 18 Sp., 20000 lb F/A, 

50000 lb R/A, 312” W/B, 
Stk: 013363 -532397

2018 CXU613 70” MR
MP8-445C Eng., mDRIVE-HD, 13200 lb F/A,

40000 lb R/A, 221” W/B, 
Stk: 024484 -1259016

2018 CXU613 Dump Truck
MP7-345C Eng., mDRIVE, 14600 lb F/A,

40000 lb R/A, 16’ NeuStar gravel box
Stk: 023216 -998672

2018 CHU613 70” MR
MP8-505C Eng., mDRIVE-HD, 

13200 lb F/A, 46000 lb R/A, 243” W/B, 
Stk: 023877 -1041484

2016 GU714 Tridem Mixer
MP7-405M Eng., 6 Sp., 20000 lb F/A,

50000 lb R/A, 8.5m³ London Machinery mixer, 
Stk: 015641 -526110

2018 CHU613 48” FT
MP8-505C Eng., mDRIVE-HD, 12000 lb F/A,

46000 lb R/A, 243” W/B, 
Stk: 023163 -1041488

2018 CHU613 Grain Truck
MP8-415C Eng., mDRIVE, 14600 lb F/A,

40000 lb R/A, 20’ NeuStar grain box,
Stk: 023809 -1041492

2015 GU714 Vac Truck
MP8-505M Eng., 18 Sp., ITI/Arctic series

DOT 4800 gallon aluminum vac tank, 
Stk: 013014 -354181

2018 CHU613 60” MR
MP8-505C Eng., mDRIVE, 13200 lb F/A,

40000 lb R/A, 237” W/B, 
Stk: 024024 -1259006

2015 GU714 Combo Vac Truck
MP8-505M Eng., 18 Sp., ITI/Arctic series DOT
4200, gallon stainless steel combo vac unit, 

Stk: 013016 -354184
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2018 MACK CHU613
MACK MP8-505C, T318LR21, FRONT: 14.6,

REAR: S440, WB 241, 70” HR. STK# 35730.
-1128618

2018 MACK CHU613
MACK MP8-505C, MDRIVE 12 SPD, FRONT:

14.6, REAR: S440, 241” WB, 
56” FT. STK# 35700. -693655

2018 MACK GU714 
– TANDEM STEER, 
TRI-AXLE MIXER

MACK MP7-425M, MDRIVE
14 SPD, LONDON MIXER,
WB 328”, STK# 35708. 

-693665

2018 MACK GU813 - WITH 15’ BOX
MACK MP8-505M, MDRIVE-13, FRONT: 18,

REAR: S440, 210” WB,  STK# 35737 
-893642

2018 MACK CHU613
MACK MP8-505C, T318LR, FRONT: 14.6,
REAR: S440, 241” WB, BLACK CHERRY

PEARL, STK# 35732.
-826370

2017 MACK
CXU613 DAY

CAB TRACTOR
MACK MP8-

445E, MDRIVE,
FRONT: 12.0,

REAR: 40, 
180” WB. 

STK# 35727.
-716486 

2018 MACK
CXU613

MACK MP8-
505C, MDRIVE, 
FRONT: 14.6,

REAR: 46,
221” WB. 

STK# 35696. -
693651

Mack Sales & Service 
of Nanaimo Ltd.
2213 McCullough Rd.

Nanaimo B.C. V9S 4M7
Toll Free 1-866-758-0185  

Contact: Brian Burgoyne cell 250-616-1233 
or Richard Mayer cell 250-616-1241

Victoria Branch Office
6792 Kirkpatrick Cres.

Saanichton B.C. V8M 1Z9

Ph: 778-426-0185  
Contact: Dan Sarauer 

cell 778-677-0185 

2018 MACK GU713 GRANITE B.C. 
TANDEM TANDEM 
CONCRETE MIXER

MP7-425HP, MACK 14 SPEED AUTO,
DUAL 20,000 LBS FRONT AXLES, 

MERITOR RT46-164EH ON HEDRICKSON
HAULMAX, DUAL LOCKERS, LONDON 

BRIDGEMASTER (3) MIXER , 
(2) ARRIVING SOON! -455755

2018 MACK GU713 
GRANITE  STRAIGHT TRUCK

(CAB AND CHASSIS)
MP8 ENG; 505 HP, 12 SPD 
M-DRIVE TRANS; FXL20

FRONT – MERITOR RT46-
164EH REARS AXLE(S), 

PRIMAX AIR RIDE  SUSP;
DOUBLE FRAME,

252” WHEELBASE, 
DELUXE INTERIOR 

EXCELLENT “FUEL” TRUCK 
OR CRANE CHASSIS.

-1259776

2014 MACK CHU614 TRI-DRIVE 
DAYCAB TRACTOR

MACK ENG; 505 / 1850 FT LBS HP, 
AUTOMATIC TRANS; 14,600 / 69,000 AXLE(S), 3:73 RATIO,

TRI-DRIVE HENDRICKSON 69,000 AIR-RIDE SUSP; 260"
WHEELBASE, WHITE IN COLOR, IMMACULATE CONDITION,

SOLD AND SERVICED HERE WITH ALL
RECORDS 

AVAILABLE. MANY RECENT RE-
PAIRS INCLUDING NEW CY-

CLINER HEAD AND INJECTORS
JUST COMPLETED WITH NO

MILEAGE! MACK ENG AND EMISSIONS EX-
TENDED WARRANTY TO 805,000 KMS! NEW B.C. MVI CER-

TIFICATE! 751,000 KMS. -502396    $59,500

2017 MACK MULTICAT MC-15 
AGGREGATE SPREADER

SILVER IN COLOR, BAYLYNX MULTICAT MATERIAL
SPREADER, IN STOCK! MC-15 FOR

TANDEM CHASSIS AVAILABLE TO BE INSTALLED
ON YOUR CHASSIS! DELUXE OPTIONS 

INCLUDING RADIO REMOTE CONTROLS. 
CALL FOR DETAILS! 
STK#MC-15. -85385

2017 MACK CXU613 HIGHWAY TRACTOR
60" MID-RISE SLEEPER, MACK ENG; 505 HP, 

AUTOSHIFT TRANS; 46,000 LBS AXLE(S),
AIR RIDE SUSP; SILVER IN COLOR. 
ALSO: 2017 MACK CXU613 

SUPER B SPEC SLEEPER TRACTORS
505HP, 12SPD MDRIVE, 46,000LB MERITOR 

REAR AXLES W/FULL LOCKERS. DELUXE LOADED 
INTERIORS WITH ALL OPTIONS.  -1207688  

2018 MACK CXU613 – HIGHWAY TRACTOR
MACK MP8-505C, MDRIVE, FRONT AXLE: 14.6,

REAR AXLE: 46, 221” WB. 
STK# 35696. -693651

CALL FOR PRICING AND FURTHER DETAILS
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Follow uusSearch FFAST OOnline
Thousands oof nnew && uused ttrucks aand
trailers ccan bbe ffound qquickly oonline!
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2017 LODE KING STEEL B-TRAIN FLATDECK

LODE KING’S FAMILY OF FORCELINE STEEL FLATBEDS WERE DESIGNED FOR TOUGHNESS,
DURABILITY AND YEARS OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE. AVAILABLE IN NORMAL CONFIGURATIONS
FOR GENERAL FREIGHT AS WELL AS EXTREME DUTY AND COIL HAULING APPLICATIONS
WHERE SPECIAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS MUST BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT. -1256950

• Easy Financing  • Sales/Leasing • Truck Equipment • Parts & Service

WESTERN SNOW
PLOWS

Wide variety of models for all
makes including heavy weight

versions for trucks up to
27,000 GVW and the new Pro
Plus® line that fits 3/4 ton to

F550 size trucks. Western
plows feature unique power

bar construction 
• heavy duty tubular quadrant
• massive pivot point with 1"
pivot bolt. Optional wings &
back drag edge available.

WINNIPEG:              1-800-282-8044
BRANDON:              1-866-883-6120
REGINA:                  1-800-552-8044
SASKATOON:           1-800-772-4599
LLOYDMINSTER:     1-800-661-9709
LETHBRIDGE:          1-866-865-3962

CALGARY:               1-800-661-3126
RED DEER:              1-866-297-0022
EDMONTON:            1-800-663-9366
GRANDE PRAIRIE:   1-866-424-5479
LANGLEY, BC:          1-800-663-4115

2017 Midland TW3000 Side Dump
53', 102", 21 CU YD, HENDRICKSON INTRAAX, 11R24.5, POST-TYPE 2-SPD LANDING

GEAR, TWO-WAY DUMPING, AUTO LIFTING AXLES, BOLT-ON PUSH BLOCK, IN-CAB CON-
TROLLER. AVAILABLE IN TANDEM AND TRI-AXLE CONFIGURATIONS. -1259773

LANDOLL 455 LOWBOY
OFFERS TRIPLE AXLES AND 55 TON

CAPACITY. 48’, 50’, 53’ LENGTHS. STD 60" AXLE SPREAD TO
MAXIMIZE LOAD CAPACITY. LANDOLL GIVES YOU THE TOTAL PACKAGE

OF SUPER LOW LOAD ANGLE, EASE AND SAFETY OF OPERATION, SUPERIOR QUALITY
AND THE HIGHEST RETAINED RESALE VALUE IN THE MARKET TODAY.

2017 LANDOLL 455
TRAVELLING AXLE

TRAILER

-1256946

-1259774

-1259775

“GREASE FREE”
5TH WHEEL 

SLIP PLATES

CANADA’S #1 DISTRIBUTOR OF ONE-PIECE PLASTIC LINERSCANADA’S #1 DISTRIBUTOR OF ONE-PIECE PLASTIC LINERS

ASK FOR BRUCE SMITH

CALL 
(519) 977-4614

16’ WIDTHS
NOW 

AVAILABLE

DEALER/INSTALLER

INQUIRIES 

WELCOME

ORDER YOUR “FACTORY WELDED” UHMW DUMP LINER KIT TODAY! 
INSTALLATIONS AVAILABLE!

ONLY
$150.00 EA
CASH & CARRY

For Western Canada Sales and Installations Call Your Local Fort Garry Location 
or Call Bruce Smith @ 519-977-4614

“CUSTOMIZED TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS”
• UP TO 16’ WIDTHS • VARIOUS LENGTHS & THICKNESSES 

• TRIED & TESTED with GRAIN & GRAVEL

TMTV

500,000+ views

www.trucknews.com/videos/

New online
episode

every Thursday
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WWW.CUSTOMTRUCK.CA

BRANDON
1240 Highland Ave.
1-888-979-5692

Dave Mantei - New/Used Sales
Cory Nakonechny - New/Used Trailers 

& Used Truck Sales
Todd Border - Bus. Mgr.

ESTEVAN
89 Escana St.

1-866-332-2121
TRUCK PARTS 

& SERVICE CENTER
Lenny Janz 

- New/Used Sales

WINNIPEG
357 Oak Point Hwy

1-888-979-0957
Jim Bednar, Andy Willerton, Richard

Prokopich, Andrew Dunsmore - Sales 
Bryan Johnson 

– New Truck Mgr. (MB)
Todd Border – Bus. Mgr.

REGINA
520 Park Street

1-888-979-0394
Bob Wirtz, Lenny Janz, 

Erin Found, Terry Breehn - Sales
Gordon Wood - Bus. Mgr.

Bert Downton - Regional Used
Truck Mgr (SK & MB)

SASKATOON
2410 Northridge Drive
1-888-979-2615
Chad Kemp, Guy Tatlow, 

Vince Boechler, 
Steve Shmigelsky - Sales
Gordon Wood - Bus. Mgr.

SWIFT CURRENT
175 Industrial Dr.

1-888-297-8191
Erin Found - Sales 

Gordon Wood - Bus. Mgr.

Kenworth Dealer Serving the Canadian Prairies & Beyond

Great Selection of New Trucks!

2018 KENWORTH T370 
DUMP TRUCK

CUMMINS ENG; PX-9, 350 HP, 6 SPD
TRANS; 14.6K/40K AXLE(S), 5.57 RATIO,
HENDRICKSON HAS402 SUSP; 189"
WHEELBASE, WHITE IN COLOR, 15' BLACK
DUMP BOX WITH FLIP ASPHALT TARP
STK#JM992042. -1099752

2018 KENWORTH T800 
DAYCAB TRACTOR

EXTENDED DAY CAB SLEEPER, PACCAR
ENG; MX-13, 510 HP, 18 SPD TRANS;
14.6K/46K AXLE(S), 5101 RATIO, AG460
SUSP; 205" WHEELBASE, WHITE IN
COLOR, BLACK SPLENDOR INTERIOR
STK#JJ993065. -1257560

2018 KENWORTH T800
EXTENDED DAY CAB SLEEPER, CUMMINS
ENG; X15, 450 HP, 10 SPD TRANS; 20K/69K
AXLE(S), 4.10 RATIO, NEWAY ADZ369 SUSP;
280" WHEELBASE, BLUE IN COLOR, TRI-
DRIVE, GRAY SPLENDOR INTERIOR,
STK#JJ991651 -1053213

2018 KENWORTH T680 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR

76" MID ROOF SLEEPER, PACCAR ENG;
MX-13, 510 HP, 13 SPD TRANS; 12.5K/40K
AXLE(S), 3.55 RATIO, AG400L SUSP; 217"
WHEELBASE, BLUE IN COLOR, GRAY
VANTAGE INTERIOR STK#JJ991226. -
1216647

2012 KENWORTH T370 STRAIGHT
TRUCK W/FLAT DECK

DAY CAB SLEEPER, PACCAR ENG; PX-6,
5.57 RATIO, REYCO 79KB SUSP; WHITE IN
COLOR, NEW 19 FT FLAT DECK WITH
HEADACHE RACK 248,645 KMS,
STK#CM953810. -1259354            $55,000

2014 KENWORTH T800 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR

38" ACFT SLEEPER, CUMMINS ENG;
ISX15, 525 HP, 18 SPD TRANS; 13.2K/46K
AXLE(S), 3.91 RATIO, AG460 SUSP; 220"
WHEELBASE, PURPLE IN COLOR, 565,752
KMS, STK#EJ967259. -1259193 $100,000

2015 KENWORTH T680
DAY CAB SLEEPER, PACCAR ENG; MX-13,
500 HP, 18 SPD TRANS; 13.2K/46K AXLE(S),
3.91 RATIO, 177" WHEELBASE, WHITE IN
COLOR, 753,348 KMS, STK#FJ972921. -
1008243 $88,500

2009 PETERBILT 386
DAY CAB WITH NEW 20FT GRAIN BOX
WITH ELECTRIC TARP AND REMOTE, PIN-
TLE HITCH WITH AIR AND ELECTRIC. NEW
PAINT THROUGHOUT, VERY CLEAN UNIT.
CAT 470 HP, AUTOSHIFT TRANS 1,449,859
KMS STK#9D788489. -1192424      $75,000

2017 NEVILLE STEEL 
DROP-FRAME/STEP-DECK FLAT
255/70R22.5, STK#HK175568. -944414

$46,000

2004 DOEPKER STEEL SUPER B
HOPPER DUMP/TRAINS

11R22.5, BLUE STK#1016335. -1114262
$40,000

2016 DOEPKER 40 TON 
SCISSORNECK TRIDEM 52'

ROLL-OFF TRAILER
275/70R22.5, KICKER ROLLER AND
BEAVERTAIL,LOCATION: BRANDON, MB
STK#SN17008. -693683

2018 DOEPKER 45' TRIDEM LEGACY
ALUMINUM 3 HOPPER

GOODRICH 11R22.5, ALUMINUM RIMS, 45'
TRIDEM LEGACY ALUMINUM 3 HOPPER,
MINIMIZER BLACK POLY FENDERS.
STK#J1036528. -1259660 

2 

TO CHOOSE

FROM

Manitoba Doepker Trailers Sales: Contact Brandon or Winnipeg Locations

Used Trucks

Full List of Used Inventory

Manitoba Dealer
Permit # 0471

KENWORTH W900
2012 72"ACAD..........................................................................$Call
CR950697 18 Spd. Consignment

KENWORTH T800
2015 52" INTEGAL ...................................................................$Call
FJ959919A 322,616 KM, 18 Spd 
2012 EXT DAY CAB .............................................................$77,500
CJ952443 340,840 KM, 18 Spd
2011 DAY CAB.....................................................................$59,900
BJ947132 1,100,891 KM, 13 Spd
2011 DAY CAB.....................................................................$59,900
BJ947134 1,161,179, 13 Spd
2012 DAY CAB.....................................................................$77,500
CJ952442 581,886 KM, 18 Spd
2013 NEW DUMP BOX ......................................................$105,000
DJ960040A 769,512 KM, 13 Spd Ultrashift
2013 DAY CAB.....................................................................$72,500
DR960612 956,727 KM, 13 Spd
2012 NEW CANCADE GRAIN BOX.....................................$97,500
CR949347 402,917 KM
2013 72”ACAD.....................................................................$77,500
DJ957532 709,597 KM, 18 Spd
2013 72”ACAD.....................................................................$69,900
DJ960025A 875,881 KM, 13 Spd Ultrashift
2013 72”ACAD.....................................................................$69,900
DJ960028 855,975 KM, 13 Spd Ultrashift
2013 72”ACAD.....................................................................$69,900
DJ960037A 870,494 KM, 13 Spd Ultrashift
2012 62"ACFT....................................................................$105,000
CJ952962 1,034,000 KM, 18 Spd
2013 62”ACFT......................................................................$92,500
DJ964070A Silver, 786,932 KM, 18 Spd
2014 62”ACFT....................................................................$122,500
EJ969185A 364,223 KM, 18 Spd
2014 62”ACFT....................................................................$129,900
FJ969186A 307,300 KM, 18 Spd
2013 38”ACFT......................................................................$99,500
DJ963201 244, 579 KM, 18 Ultrashift, Repo
2014 38”ACFT....................................................................$100,000
EJ957259A 565,752 KM, 18 Spd, Consignment
2015 38"ACFT...........................................................................$Call
FJ975607A 239,764 KM, 18 Spd
2015 38”ACFT TRI-DRIVE .................................................$142,500
FJ976972A T & E Product Pump, 318,845 KM, 18 Spd
2015 38”ACFT TRI-DRIVE .................................................$145,000
FR977249A T & E Product Pump, 268,486 KM, 18 Spd

KENWORTH T680
2015 DAYCAB Heavy Spec .................................................$85,000
FJ972919 703,627 KM, 18 Spd
2015 DAYCAB Heavy Spec .................................................$83,500
FJ972921 753,362 KM, 18 Spd
2013 76”ACAD.....................................................................$62,500
DJ962988 1,001,113 KM 13 Spd, Consignment
2014 76”ACAD.....................................................................$72,500
EJ968369 768,939 KM, 13 Spd
2014 76”ACAD.....................................................................$73,500
EJ968374 724,228 KM, 13 Spd
2014 76”ACAD.....................................................................$79,900
EJ969890A 768,755 KM, 13 Spd
2014 76”ACAD.....................................................................$77,500
EJ969892A 780,841 KM 13 Spd 

KENWORTH T660
2012 DAY CAB.....................................................................$69,900
CJ954474 1,004,713 KM, 13 Spd Ultra Shift
2012 DAYCAB ......................................................................$69,900
CJ954479 978,908 KM, 13 Spd Ultra Shift
2012 DAY CAB.....................................................................$69,900
CJ954482 933,420 KM, Paccar MX-12.9
2012 72"ACAD..........................................................................$Call
CJ954475 1,046,743 KM, 13 Spd Ultra Shift
2012 72”ACAD.....................................................................$52,000
CJ954484 962,388 KM, 13 Spd Ultrashift
2013 72”ACAD Heavy Spec ................................................$57,000
DJ964129A 707,773 KM, 18 Spd

KENWORTH T370
2014 DRY VAN.....................................................................$65,000
EM965655A 255,120 KM, Allison 2500HS
2012 C&C.............................................................................$55,000
CM952481 165,000 KM, 3500RDS
2012 NEW 19” FLAT DECK .................................................$55,000
CM953810 248,645 KM, 2500HS
2014 NEW 24’ FLAT DECK..................................................$65,000
EM965654A 219,716 KM, 2500HS
2014 NEW FLAT DECK........................................................$65,000
EM965653A Allison 2500HS

PETERBILT
2013 367 NEW DUMP BOX ...............................................$109,900
DD197598 833,510 KM, 18 Spd

2009 386 63”ULTRA NEW GRAIN BOX...............................$75,000
9D788489 1,449,859 KM, 13 Spd Ultrashift
2009 386 63”ULTRA.............................................................$30,000
9D788490 1,501,703 KM, 13 Spd Ultrashift
2009 386 63”ULTRA NEW GRAIN BOX...............................$79,900
9D788491 1,382,215 KM 13 Spd Ultrashift
2009 386 63”ULTRA NEW GRAIN BOX...............................$79,900
9D788493 1,482,472 KM 13 Spd AutoShift
2007 386 63” ULTRA............................................................$30,000
7D745147 1,717,635 KM, 18 Spd
2007 386 63” ULTRA............................................................$30,000
7D745148 18 Spd
2009 386 63” ULTRA............................................................$30,000
9D788490 13 Spd Ultashift 1,501,777 KM
2007 379 48”Flat ......................................................................$Call
7N743196 1, 082,561 KM
2013 367 NEW 16’ DUMP BOX .........................................$109,900
DD197598 836,233 KM, 18 Spd
2004 330 DUMP BOX ..........................................................$33,500
4M821133 186,018 KM 
1992 377 DUMP BOX ..........................................................$37,500
ND309937 1,829,264 KM, 18 Speed, Consignment

FREIGHTLINER
2012 CASCADIA 72”ACFT ....................................................$7,500
CLBH5056 Repo Engine needs rebilt, 13 Spd
2013 CASCADIA..................................................................$62,500
DSFB3915A Consignment, 759,669 KM, 13 Spd

MACK
2008 60” MID RISE..............................................................$35,000
8N002565 926,571 KM, 18 Spd Manual 
2009 DAY CAB.....................................................................$42,500
9N009196 1,013,944 KM, 18 Spd AutoShift

BOXES & TRAILERS
2008 ITB 26’ Dry Van Box, Swing Doors ..............................$2.999
2007 Wabash Reefer Trailer. ...............................................$13,900
2004 Doepker Super B Bulker ............................................$40,000
2017 Neville Step Deck.......................................................$46,000
2011 Timple Tandem Bulker....................................................$Call
2013 Lode King Super B Flat Deck.........................................$Call
2015 (2) Doepker Super B Bulker ......................................$85,000
2008 (2) Utility 30’ Reefer Trlr .............................................$14,500
2018 Utility Dry Van Trlr.......................................................$38,000
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Canada’s Largest Inventory of Heavy Trucks and Trailers
For more information call 

416-614-2200 Fax: 416-614-8861 
info@truckandtrailer.ca

info@equipmentfinder.com 

Free
Web Basic

• 50 words on Truck&Trailer.ca

$49 
Web Spotlight

• 50 words on Truck&Trailer.ca
• Up to 20 web pics

$79
Magazine 

& Web Basic
• 50 words on Truck&Trailer.ca
• Up to 20 web pics
• 50 words in Truck&Trailer

magazine

$99
Magazine & Web

Spotlight
• 50 words on

Truck&Trailer.ca
• Up to 20 web pics
• 50 words and B&W pic in

Truck&Trailer magazine

$149
Magazine & Web Color

Spotlight
• 50 words on Truck&Trailer.ca
• Up to 20 web pics
• 50 words and color pic in

Truck&Trailer magazine

$179
Magazine & Web Premium

• 50 words on Truck&Trailer.ca        
• Up to 20 web pics
• 50 words and color pic in Truck&Trailer 

magazine
• 50 words and color pic in Western 

Buy & Sell    (extra 20,000 copies)

&

BUY, SELL or TRADE

Follow us

2009 K-LINE 70 T LOWBED LOW PROFILE JEEP TANDEM CLAWSTYLE BOOSTER
10", 10 AXLE(S), MULTI-AXLE FLAT, AIR SUSP; 28, 2009 GERRY'S (K-LINE) 10' WIDE 10 AXLE TRAIL-
ER. A 70 TON TRIDEM LOWBED, LOW PROFILE JEEP, AND  TANDEM CLAWSTYLE BOOSTER. 24'
WELL. ALSO 10' AND A 6' (70T) DECK SECTION, AND A 22'(70T) RAIL SECTION. MECHANICAL
DETACH. CHAIN BASKET, STROBE AND SWING OUT LIGHTS. GOOD CONDITION. -1259482 $169,900

CONTACT NICOLE - (604) 557-8621 - ACHESON, AB

2012 FONTAINE RENEGADE 53' 3 AXLE DOUBLE/DROP FLAT
AIR SUSP; 12, 2012 40T FONTAINE RENEGADE DD 27'7" WELL, WITH FLIP AXLE. LIGHTLY USED O/O
TRAILER THAT OFTEN SAT IN YARD WHILE RUNNING COMPANY TRAILERS. APITOG FLOOR IN GREAT
CONDITION. ALUM OUTSIDE WHEELS, STEEL INNERS. 22.5LP TIRES, AXLE 1+2 HAVE NEW TIRES
(90% RUBBER). RECENT NEW BRAKES. LOADED FRONT TO BACK WITH "D" RINGS AND WINCHES
THAT WERE INSTALLED AFTER PURCHASE. FRESH PAINT AND MVI. -1259701 $48,000

CONTACT NICOLE - (604) 557-8621 - ACHESON, AB

Selling some iron? 

You’ve got 
options!

BEST
VALUE
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WE MOVE IRON

Canada’s Largest On-Line
Source for Heavy Trucks 

and Trailers! 

Check Out Our 
New Website!

Follow us

WE MOVE IRON

Canada’s Largest On-Line
Source for Heavy Trucks 

and Trailers! 

Check Out Our 
New Website!
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Western Canada’s Trailer Specialist 

Rentals, Leasing, Sales, Service, and Parts

www.OCEANTRAILER.COM

Ocean has a trailer for all heavy equipment hauling needs, 
available in all branches now.

Delta
(800) 891-8858

Calgary
(877) 720-7171

Edmonton
(800) 610-1019

Winnipeg
(866) 397-5524

Nanaimo
(877) 878-5979

Ocean Trailer is now Western Canada's dealer for



Buy, Sell, Prosper
Thousands of trucks, thousands of trailers. Whether you’re buying or

selling, you need to use Truck and Trailer. You don’t have to take our

word for it, ask our customers why they keep coming back.

Canada’s #1 Source for Heavy Trucks and Trailers

truckandtrailer.ca

1-877-682-7469



Official Media:For the first time produced in partnership by:

APRIL 19, 20, 21 2018
INTERNATIONAL CENTRE, TORONTO, ON

THE MEETING PLACE FOR CANADA’S TRUCKING INDUSTRY

NEW 
FOR 2018 

Additional exhibit 
hall added

More international 
exhibits

Endorsed by:

Participate in the largest 
trucking industry event in Canada:

• 5 Exhibit Halls
• 390,000 sq. ft of Event Space
• 500+ Exhibitors
• 15,000+ Visitors
•  5,000+ Drivers at Canada’s 

Biggest Recruitment Pavilion
www.truckworld.ca
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Brought to you by the editors of Newcom Trucking  
Group, in partnership with Imperial Oil LimitedFAST

PART III VOLUME 2

FORWARD ADAPTING TO A
DISRUPTIVE
FUTURE

DOWNLOAD YOUR FREE COPIES IN THE
KNOWLEDGE CENTRES SECTION OF
www.trucknews.com

By James Menzies

MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO 

Shippers are demanding greater vis-

ibility of their freight movements, 

and more advanced technologies 

from their trucking providers.

That was a message from carrier 

executives who participated in a 

shipper-carrier roundtable at the 

Surface Transportation Summit 

Oct. 11.

Eric Warren, vice-president 

of business development with 

Hercules, said eight of the compa-

ny’s 500 staff members are in infor-

mation technology (IT) and he feels 

the trucking company he runs is as 

much a technology company as it is 

a trucking provider. Mike Ludwick, 

chief administrative officer for Bison 

Transport agreed.

“We are seeing a much more edu-

cated buyer of freight services than 

we ever have,” he said. “They have 

lots of information and they want a 

whole bunch more. The key factors 

they’re looking for are reliable 

capacity and freight visibility.”

Many shippers are now demand-

ing deliveries be made within 10- to 

15-minute windows, noted Warren, 

which is especially challenging in an 

LTL environment. 

Hercules has been adapting by 

equipping its drivers with handheld 

devices, so they can handle more of 

the transaction than in the past.

“We’ve been trying to get more 

functions done by one person,” 

Warren said. “The driver at the point 

of delivery is getting the receiver’s 

name entered into the handheld. 

It’s one less job that has to be done 

when the delivery receipt comes 

back to the terminal.”

“The pull of technology in our 

business is really powerful,” added 

Ludwick. “Our IT group is growing 

faster than any other part of our 

business…We are concentrating on 

self-service tools for our drivers to 

give them access to the information 

they want, when they want it, where 

they want it.”

Bison noticed some time ago that 

every new hire already owned a 

smartphone, and wanted to use it. 

So, the company is providing tools 

to allow drivers to access informa-

tion on their own devices. 

“Our hope is that it also has the 

side effect of maybe widening the 

(pool) of people interested in our 

business,” he said. “We have technol-

ogy in the truck, and in the hand-

held, and in the cab, that can make 

the job more interesting and better 

and maybe that gets us a new candi-

date into the truck.”

Implementing technology is easy, 

Warren noted, properly utilizing it is 

the challenge. He cited trailer track-

ing as an example.

“Buying the stuff is a stroke of the 

pen, that’s the easy part. Wringing 

out every possible dollar out of the 

investment is tough to do.”

There was no adversarial tone to 

this year’s shipper-carrier round-

table, with carrier representatives 

suggesting downward pressure on 

pricing seems to be easing. Carriers 

also reported strong demand for 

their services.

“It’s been refreshing for us, the 

last little while, that shippers are 

much more interested in having a 

conversation on how we can work 

together to take waste out of the 

system,” Ludwick said. “We are 

happy to have those conversations 

and hope they can make both our 

businesses more efficient.”

He noted the cost of trucking 

has gone up substantially in recent 

years, and rates have not kept pace. 

“The spot rate in the trucking 

market is less this year than it was in 

2014,” Ludwick said. “That is just not 

sustainable for fleets. It has started 

to change in the last quarter or two.”

Anna Petrova, senior supply chain 

leader with Ferrero, said most dis-

cussions she has with carriers center 

around efficiency, not price.

“How can we create more efficien-

cies together?” she pondered. She 

welcomes the upcoming electronic 

logging device (ELD) mandate, as the 

devices could help to identify where 

in the supply chain waste exists.

“Hopefully carriers will under-

stand waiting times, and it can 

become a fact-based conversation, 

which in the end can also save ship-

pers some money,” she said. 

Hugh MacDonald, director, 

logistics and distribution with 

Wajax, agreed.

“When a carrier does come in and 

talk about a rate increase, we know 

wages are going up, we know there 

are costs associated with maintain-

ing good people, we know there are 

equipment costs, technology costs. 

It goes back to efficiencies and how 

we can understand how to help each 

other out,” he said.

MacDonald and Petrova both 

said they’re not concerned about the 

impending ELD mandate affecting 

their ability to find trucks to move 

their loads. 

“I do not anticipate that to disrupt 

us in a negative way,” Petrova said. 

“We deal with large companies like 

Bison, and it’s something they know 

how to deal with.”

But carriers on the panel said not 

everyone is ready for the mandate, 

and it will put pressure on capacity. 

“There’s going to be a capacity 

crunch based on strong demand and 

the ELD, and we think it’s time for 

it,” said Ludwick. 

In an LTL environment, Warren 

said ELDs will help identify shippers 

that are slow to load or unload.

“We are able to track everything 

and bring this information to the 

customer. Previously, drivers may 

have written it down or passed it 

along to dispatch. Now, it’s very 

exportable, in a format you can give 

customers and have a meaningful 

conversation about,” he said.

“The ELD mandate raises the 

spotlight on driver time,” Ludwick 

added. “If we are doing something 

in our network that wastes drivers’ 

time, we’re going to have to change 

that. I think that’s a really good 

thing and it makes the profession 

less sensitive to all the things that 

are outside the driver’s control.” TW

Shippers’ technology demands increasing
Leading carriers becoming more technology-driven

BUSINESS

Shipper and carrier representatives gathered at the Surface Transportation 

Summit to discuss issues that could improve the supply chain.

“It’s been refreshing for 
us, the last little while, 
that shippers are much 
more interested in 
having a conversation 
on how we can work 
together to take waste 
out of the system.”

– Mike Ludwick, Bison Transport
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Mark Dalton: Owner-Operator

By Edo Van Belkom

THE STORY SO FAR

Mark gets a call from Bud informing him that the OPP are 

looking for him. Mark immediately shuts down his phone 

and does his best to avoid any contact with the police…

•

Further south on Hwy. 400, Mark came upon the 

Ministry of Transportation’s Inspection Station 

outside Seguin, Ont. It was a bleak sort of stop, so 

much so that Mark had forgotten it was coming up. 

When he saw the flashing lights signaling trucks to 

pull in for inspection, Mark’s heart seemed to leap 

into his throat.

“I’m screwed now,” he said aloud. Mark was pulling 

an empty trailer, so weight wasn’t an issue. And he’d 

done several good circle checks on this trip, so the 

condition of Mother Load and the trailer wasn’t in 

question. Even his logbook – something so many 

drivers fudged or altered to get a load delivered or 

otherwise bow to the demands of their employer – 

was in perfect order. No, all Mark was worried about 

was that he was wanted by the OPP and if he pulled 

off the highway or onto the shoulder or otherwise 

tried to avoid the inspection station, he’d be fined 

and no doubt discovered.

This was it, he thought. He had no choice but to pull 

into the inspection station and let whatever happened 

happen.

Mark geared down, slowly easing Mother Load into 

an idle and gliding onto the scales. His weight wasn’t 

an issue and even from a purely visual standpoint his 

rig looked to be in top shape. Still, the MTO officer in 

the chicken coop signaled for him to pull over. And 

even though his heart was already racing, it skipped a 

beat when he saw an OPP cruiser sitting in the second-

ary inspection area. 

“They didn’t have to come looking for me,” Mark said. 

“All they had to do was wait until I drove into their web.”

Mark pulled to a stop and left Mother Load idling. 

An MTO officer exited the chicken coop and headed 

toward him. At the same time the OPP constable got 

out of his cruiser and met up with his MTO counter-

part. Together they closed in on Mark. Mark got out of 

Mother Load to meet them head on.

“This shouldn’t take long,” the MTO officer said with 

a smile. “It looks like you take care of your truck.”

Mark smiled back at the woman. Sure, he thought, 

play it cool, then close in for the kill. As she began her 

inspection of his rig, Mark decided to beat them to the 

punch. He turned to the OPP officer. “Okay, you got me!”

“What are you talking about?” the officer said.

“You guys are looking for me.”

“We are? Why is that?”

“I don’t know,” Mark said. “But one of your officers 

has been trying to find me for a while now.”

“And you don’t know why?” The officer’s eye-

brows rose up slightly at the question, hinting a bit 

of sarcasm.

“I really don’t. But you’ve got me now so let’s get this 

over with.”

“Okay. Do you have any weapons on you or anything 

that might hurt me?” was the first thing the officer 

asked, his tone suddenly all business.

“No.”

“Come over here to my cruiser. I just want to give 

you a quick pat-down search for my safety.”

Mark followed the officer over to his car and put his 

hands on the hood. 

“You have any mental health issues, sir?” he asked, 

emptying Mark’s pockets of their belongings.

Mark was stunned by the question. “No, why?”

“Standard question.” He gave everything back to 

Mark except his driver’s licence then asked him to get 

into the back of his cruiser.

Inside, the officer ran Mark’s driver’s licence on his 

mobile computer, then accessed his identity on CPIC, 

the Canadian Police Information Computer. 

“Well, well, well…” he said.

“What? What is it?”

“You show up a lot on the system.”

“I do?”

“Yeah, but it’s usually as a witness or someone 

assisting during an incident.”

Mark didn’t know what to think. “I do tend to help 

people a lot. I didn’t know that kind of stuff would turn 

up on the police computer, though.”

“All kinds of things show up on the system. Some 

good, some bad.”

“Like warrants for my arrest?”

The officer nodded. “That would show up here, but 

there doesn’t seem to be anything current on you. As 

far as I can tell, no police agency in Canada is looking 

for you. If they were, we’d see a ‘Hold’ or something 

and I’d have to take you into custody.”

“But there isn’t one.?”

“Nope, as far as I can tell you’re good to go.”

The officer got out of the cruiser and opened the 

back door so Mark could get out.

“He’s clear,” the OPP officer told his MTO 

counterpart.

“And your truck’s good too.”

“You mean I can go?”

“Yes, please.”

Mark hurried back to Mother Load and wasted little 

time getting back on the highway. He was relieved, but 

also perplexed “What in the world are they calling me 

about?”

•

Back on the 400 heading south, Mark turned on his 

cell phone to see if he’d missed any calls. There were 

plenty, especially from Bud and someone calling from 

an unknown number. Just then the phone came alive 

with the familiar “This Buds for You” jingle. Mark 

answered, “Hey Bud’s.”

“Listen, that copper keeps calling me. Why don’t 

you answer your phone?”

“Would you answer?”

“You haven’t been answering my calls either.”

“I shut off my phone.”

“That’s no way to run a business in this day and 

age.” After a pause, Bud said, “You know, this isn’t 

something this cop is going to forget about. It’s not 

going to go away by ignoring it.”

“No, I guess not.”

“He left his number again. You want me to give it 

to you?”

“No, I’ve got it,” Mark said. He took a deep breath 

and let out a long sigh. “I’ll call him.”

“Good, you’ll feel better for it.”

Mark hung up on Bud and dialed the officer’s 

number. Mark was surprised that it was a direct 

number, not something that went through OPP 

dispatch.  

“Frauds, Constable Camacho speaking,” the officer 

answered.

“Uh, constable? My name is Mark Dalton. I under-

stand you want to talk to me.”

“Oh, hey, yeah, how are you doing? I’ve been calling 

you for what seems like days.”

“Well, you got me now. What’s the bad news?”

“No bad news. Actually, it’s good news. The OPP 

wants to give you a civilian citation for your help 

breaking the Chennai trucking case. That put a big 

dent in insurance fraud in the trucking industry all 

across Ontario.”

Mark was speechless, but managed to say, “You 

mean you’re giving me an award?” 

“Yes, sir. There’s a dinner to attend and everything. 

It’s actually a pretty big deal. Congratulations!” TW

Mark Dalton returns next month in another adventure.

Canada’s   
Most Wanted

– Part 2 –
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Driving Uptime
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By James Menzies

MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO

The legalization of marijuana, 

the electronic logging device 

(ELD) mandate, and the pos-

sible reworking of NAFTA are 

three of the biggest issues facing 

the Canadian transport indus-

try, according to panelists at the 

Surface Transportation Summit 

Oct. 11.

Stephen Laskowski, president of 

the Canadian Trucking Alliance and 

Ontario Trucking Association, said 

Canada has dropped the ball when 

it comes to protecting employers 

when marijuana becomes legalized 

next July.

“The decision was made to 

legalize marijuana. That’s fine, 

we’re moving on. But the issue 

here is, the government must have 

the fortitude to stand up beside 

employers and say that in safe-

ty-sensitive positions we’re going 

to allow drug and alcohol testing,” 

contended Laskowski. 

Employers will have difficulty 

determining whether or not their 

employees are high on the job, as 

there is currently no test available 

that determines impairment. 

“This was rushed from the begin-

ning,” Laskowski said. “It’s a compli-

cated issue.”

The rail industry is equally 

concerned, according to Gerald 

Gauthier, vice-president of public 

and corporate affairs with the Rail 

Carriers Association of Canada.

“Our concern is the impact of 

marijuana on safety-sensitive posi-

tions,” he said. “It’s a drug. It has an 

impact on your concentration.”

Gauthier shared Laskowski’s 

concern that employers won’t be able 

to easily determine when employees 

are using the drug on the job.

“It’s not always apparent the 

person is under the influence and we 

currently have no means to test it,” he 

said. “There is no legal impairment 

level set by the government and no 

technology that is ready to use.” 

The Canadian version of the 

U.S. ELD mandate should soon 

be posted in the Canada Gazette, 

Laskowski said. 

“It’s not going to change the 

hours-of-service rules, but it’s going 

to change how it’s reported, and 

that’s a big change,” he explained. 

He said shippers will need to work 

with carriers to better manage the 

supply chain. 

Bob Ballantyne, president of the 

Freight Management Association of 

Canada, said his members are eager 

to do so. 

“There’s going to have to be a lot 

of cooperation,” he acknowledged. 

Laskowski said it’s estimated only 

30-40% of carriers are currently 

using ELDs. Implementing them, he 

said, can require a 12- to 18-month 

transition period. 

Asked if drivers and owner-

operators will exit the business 

rather than adopt ELDs, Laskowski 

said most fleets report drivers come 

to like them.

“Time is money,” he said. “Drivers 

no longer have to fill out paperwork. 

It’s easier to audit. There are a lot of 

other time savings that equal money 

at the end of the day.”

The renegotiation of NAFTA was 

another concern listed by the panel. 

Ballantyne said three quarters of 

Canadian exports go to the U.S., 

and half our imports originate from 

there. 

“So, in terms of trade, it’s the 

most important relationship we 

have,” he said. “We had big trade 

with the U.S. before NAFTA existed 

and we will continue to have trade, 

regardless of what happens. But 

there could be disruptions and that 

would be bad.”

But Laskowski said the ongoing 

NAFTA talks at least provide an 

opportunity to get trucking issues 

back on the table with government. 

He noted the CTA made submis-

sions to government on more than 

13 areas that could be improved 

with regards to border operations.

“Getting the attention of govern-

ment on some of our micro issues 

in transportation is difficult,” he 

said. “Here is an opportunity…we 

have a wonderful opportunity to 

modernize NAFTA. There are a 

number of issues we’d like to work 

on as the trucking industry, and 

hopefully we’ll get an opportunity 

to discuss them.” TW

Pot, ELDs, and NAFTA top issues facing  
Canadian transportation

BUSINESS

The impending legalization of marijuana next summer will create issues 
for employers, who should be allowed to conduct drug testing, the CTA 
contends.

Why not accommodate 
older workers?
Dear editor:

With the apparent driver shortage, 

why would the industry not try to 

entice all the older guys who have 

quit for whatever reason, back into 

the industry? 

They have a wealth of knowledge 

and experience. This could be used 

not only to fill the immediate gap, 

but also to partner up with new 

people and possibly mentor them 

and therefore create some really 

good new people in the industry.

Paul Paton 

ELDs stripping drivers of 
their freedom
Dear editor:

I have been a trucker since 1991, 

and enjoyed the freedom of the 

road and not having anyone 

looking over my shoulders. Now, 

with the electronic logging device 

(ELD) mandate, this obviously 

changes trucking. 

I believe this has absolutely 

nothing to do with safety whatso-

ever. I feel more like an Android: I 

now have to drive even though I am 

tired, to use the windows this piece 

of crap gives me. I used to pull over 

when I needed a nap, but I also have 

to make a living, so safety is out the 

window and I need to push it. 

ELDs are only pushed for by the 

big companies to force little ones out 

of business, to gain total control of 

the market, thus dictating the prices. 

The fight for more information 

about individuals is raging, and 

a little bit more freedom is gone 

thanks to controlling and analyz-

ing drivers, studying their behav-

iors, making mindless automations 

out of them. I will definitely think 

about doing something else, the 

drive to do my job is wearing thin.

The big guys know this and some 

day, the old guard will be gone and 

young replacements will know no 

better.

Roland Baranek

LETTERS
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By Edo Van Belkom

      ic gets a load of auto parts headed for two  
       distributors in east Texas. He’s happy to  
       have a nice long haul to drive, but he’s not too 
thrilled with the destination. Each time he has 
gone deep into the southern United States, he 
has been hassled, arrested, or just treated  
poorly. However, it’s a good load, good money and 
could turn into a really good regular run.

His wife has concerns and doesn’t want him 
taking the load, but Vic assures her he’ll be fine, 
even though he’s not all that sure himself.
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      ater in the day, Vic picks up the load and heads  
       south. Just over the border, he stops at a truck  
       stop for fuel and some food. In the convenience 
store at the stop, Vic sees a bunch of red ball 
caps on sale with “POTUS,” “FLOTUS,” and “MAKE 
AMERICA GREAT AGAIN” embroidered on them.

      ic can’t be sure if the display is a joke or he was in some sort of  
       Republican stronghold. He wasn’t all that far south yet, but then 
       maybe the store owner was a fan. Regardless of why the hats were 
on sale here, Vic knew he had to be careful... or bold. Vic buys a “MAKE AMERICA 
GREAT AGAIN” hat and looks forward to showing it to his wife when he gets back.

Later, Vic crosses the border into Texas. As he’s driving he notices other drivers 
taking extended looks into his cab as they drive by. They must not see many 
Canadian drivers in these parts, he thinks. When Vic arrives at the first of his two 
stops, he puts the hat on the passenger seat so no one could see it while he was 
being unloaded. The receiver walks around with a scowl on his face and when Vic asks 
a question, the man snaps at him.

      ic was never so glad to get away from somewhere  
       since he left Africa. But the first visit gave him  
       an idea. At the second stop, Vic puts on the red 
hat and wears it into the warehouse.
 
The hat seemed to work like a charm, as he’d never 
had a pleasant delivery this far south of the border. 

“What if 
something 

bad happens?”

“What are you stupid? 
I already told you.”

“Hey brother, there’s 
coffee in the office if 

you like.”

“I’ll probably  
be okay.”

V

      ic wants to believe that this receiver was a  
       kinder, gentler man than the first, but he 
       knew he was being treated differently 
because of the hat and the message it was 
putting out.

After completing his delivery, Vic gets a return load back to Canada. At this stop, he 
wears the hat and he is in and out of the yard in no time at all. Some of the other 
drivers even waved at him as he was leaving.

Vic had taken the hat off somewhere between Indiana and Ohio and left it on the 
passenger seat the rest of the way home. He had time to think about it and 
he’d decided he was never going to wear that hat again. Vic had never tried to be 
something he wasn’t before in his life and he wasn’t going to start now. It pained him 
to pretend he was okay with everything the hat represented and he vowed he would 
never do it again.

When he reached his Canadian delivery destination, the first thing Vic did was toss the hat into the first trash bin he saw.
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Those traveling through North America are now able to employ the use 

of the new weather prediction service Road Weatherlogics.

Developed by Winnipeg, Man.-based Weatherlogics Inc., the web-

based platform is designed to predict future highway conditions and is 

aimed at helping transportation companies reduce the risk of the affect 

unpredictable weather can have on roads.

“Our proprietar y modeling system takes into account ever y 

weather variable so we k now exactly how incoming weather 

w il l af fect a highway,” said Scott Kehler, chief scientist behind 

Road Weatherlogics. “Road Weatherlogics accounts for road, 

soi l , and air temperatures, a long w ith the expected rain and 

snow totals, humidity, w ind, and incoming sunlight . By com-

bining al l this information, we can predict exact how the 

weather w il l af fect a highway.”

With predictions up to 48 hours in advance, the new service will 

help dispatchers make optimal decisions when routing freight to 

destinations. TW
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Predicting weather and road conditions for safer travel

   

Advertiser’s Index

Missing Since: December 7, 2001

Date of Birth: January 31, 1987

Missing From: Hilton Beach, Ontario

Height: 5’9”

Weight: 140lbs

Eye Colour: Blue

Hair Colour: Blond

JUSTIN POLLARI

OR CONTACT YOUR LOCAL POLICE DEPARTMENT. ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL.

missingkids.ca

IF YOU HAVE ANY INFORMATION ABOUT THIS MISSING CHILD,  

1-866-KID-TIPS
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE OR CALL US TOLL-FREE

(1-866-543-8477)

missingkids.ca is a program of 
and trade-mark of

Child Find (Ontario) Inc. is an affiliate of the Canadian Centre for Child Protection Inc. 
Together, they provide missing children services in the Province of Ontario.
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By Derek Clouthier

PENTICTON, BRITISH COLUMBIA

Family businesses are special for a 

reason. There is a special connec-

tion one has to a company when it 

is part of their family, and a desire 

to carry on that family legacy 

becomes ingrained.

At Berry and Smith Trucking, the 

third generation is just now start-

ing to step into their roles at the 

family business, something Matt 

Berry believes is an important step 

in the company’s progression.

“The third generation allows 

continuity for customers and staff 

knowing that Berry and Smith 

Trucking will be carrying on 

looking after our customers,” Berry 

said, admitting that over the next 

decade, the company will face the 

challenge of having to hire a lot 

of new staff with many current 

employees eyeing retirement.

“There is a lot of expertise and 

knowledge that we have to train new 

people on,” said Berry, “so this will also 

be a focus for us to start this process 

early and commit the resources 

needed to ensure it takes place.”

Navigating his role as company 

president, Berry joined Berry 

and Smith Trucking in 1985, 12 

years after his older brother, 

Mark, both looking to carry on 

the legacy of their father, Stu, who 

launched the business in 1954 

with Ted Smith.

Starting with small, single-axle 

trucks hauling fruit boxes, coal, 

and general freight around 

Naramata, B.C., the company grew 

as more work became available.

“It was hard, physical work with 

a lot of hand loading and unload-

ing,” said Matt. “The days were 

spent using the equipment and 

the evenings spent doing repairs, 

all while both men were raising 

young families. This work ethic 

afforded them a reputation of being 

hard working guys who gave good 

service and a big effort, so busi-

ness continued to come in and the 

company was able to expand.”

After purchasing larger trucks 

and getting into tractor-trail-

ers, Smith sold his share of the 

company to Stu in 1970 and became 

a fireman. Maintaining their friend-

ship and admiration for each other, 

this theme of respect trickles down 

to how Berry and Smith Trucking 

deals with its customer base.

“The company has always main-

tained a customer-first focus,” said 

Matt, “making sure the staff who 

were hired were customer focused, 

had the right attitude and work 

ethic, and if they were not already 

a good driver, could be trained to 

become one.”

Today, Berry and Smith Trucking 

hauls general freight pretty much 

anywhere in Canada and the 

U.S. with a focus on the Pacific 

Northwest. They operate a combi-

nation of 53-foot vans and flat deck 

equipment, transporting a variety of 

products, such as tubs and showers, 

insulation, wood beams, wine-re-

lated products, equipment, and 

anything else they can move safely.

Being a company that moves 

freight cross-border, Matt said when 

it comes to regulations, one thing 

must be kept in mind – they are 

there to enhance safety and security.

“If we can get our heads around 

why these processes are in place then 

it helps how we will view and respond 

to what is being asked,” he said.

Matt said taking steps prior to a 

load crossing the border can help 

things move more smoothly, such 

as pre-notifying border agents and 

taking advantage of programs 

like Customs-Trade Partnership 

Against Terrorism (C-TPAT) and 

Partners in Protection (PIP).

But there are some areas he 

would like to see improvement.

“The escalating fines and penalties 

through the Administrative Monetary 

Penalty System (AMPS) is a system 

that needs refinement,” Matt said. 

“There needs to be recognition for 

a carrier’s frequency of loads cross-

ing the border and compliance ratio 

targets that are acceptable.”

Matt also says there are unfair 

cabotage rules in Canada, where 

Canadian operators are not permit-

ted to transport freight on a point-

to-point basis with the U.S., yet the 

rules are not the same for foreign 

carriers operating in Canada.

“It’s important to have a system 

that is fair to all parties and not 

offer a competitive advantage to 

non-Canadian operators,” Matt said.

As for the ever-contentious 

issue of mandatory electronic 

logging devices (ELDs), Matt is a 

true believer in their value to bring 

better safety and a leveler playing 

field to the industry.

“The hours-of-service that are in 

effect are there for good reason and 

it’s up to all of us to work within 

the legal hours-of-service allowable 

for Canada and the U.S.,” Matt said, 

adding that the responsibility lies 

with all involved in the transporta-

tion process. “There is something 

wrong with the system we have 

created if we have expectations of 

drivers working beyond legal hours 

of service. Part of the carrier’s job is 

to help shippers plan a viable ship-

ping schedule and to help educate 

them on the rules that industry 

must comply with and be proactive 

in making suggestions on improve-

ments that could be made that ulti-

mately would benefit them.”

With the government’s carbon 

tax policy, Matt would like to see 

trucking companies that employ 

the use of green technologies eligi-

ble for tax rebates to help offset an 

ever-growing expense.

“New equipment is extremely 

expensive and has far outpaced 

inflation rates,” he said, “so incen-

tives in this regard would be a very 

real way of putting a portion of the 

carbon tax collected toward carriers 

and operators doing the right thing.”

It’s clear that Matt’s knowledge 

and passion for the industry is 

rooted deeply within the family busi-

ness his father created 63 years ago.

And with his nephew, Kaolin 

Mallette, a red seal commercial 

transport mechanic and lead hand 

in Berry and Smith Trucking’s shop, 

and his son, Parker, a recent busi-

ness degree graduate with a Class 1 

license and now learning dispatch 

within the various operations in the 

company, it looks like that knowl-

edge and passion will endure for 

generations to come. TW

Inspiring next generation no problem for Berry and Smith Trucking

THE LAST WORD

Derek Clouthier can be reached 

by phone at (403) 969-1506 or by 

e-mail at derek@newcom.ca. You 

can also follow him on Twitter at  

@DerekClouthier.

Take control of the miles ahead  
with this long-lasting, even-wearing  

BFGoodrich®  
ST244TM tire

Take control today at BFGoodrichTruckTires.com

Matt Berry, president of Berry and Smith Trucking, says his company will 
continue to look to hire new staff as they forge ahead into the future.





www.PrestoneCommand.com

Since 1927, fleet owners have trusted Prestone to boost 
uptime by protecting engines regardless of their heavy-
duty demands. For protection against heat, cold, and 
corrosion, Prestone works! 

BOOST UPTIME.
EVERY TIME.


